North West Law

Family Courts at risk of overload
Family courts across the North West are at risk of being overloaded by
warring parents as new government figures reveal more than half of all
parties contesting child-related cases are now without lawyers.
Mike Devlin outlines the issues...
The huge rise in self-representation is a result of the
removal of legal aid from
family lawyers in April 2013.
Since then the proportion
of parents from the North
West representing themselves at court to contest
contact and residency
arrangements has surged
from 38% to 57% of litigants.
Between April and December 2012, 4,701 people represented themselves at
court for child-related proceedings. In the same ninemonth period for 2013, the
figure ballooned to 7,417.
This is a 58% year-on-year
rise – the second highest in
England – and already more
than the previous year’s
total of 6,594.
Publication of the Ministry
of Justice figures – secured
via a Freedom of Information request – coincides
with the Manchester launch
of LawyerSupportedMedia-

tion.com: a new divorce &
separation service designed
to keep warring parents
from the courts.
Spearheaded by North West
law firm Stephensons Solicitors, Lawyer-Supported
Mediation is being made
available across Greater
Manchester by over 30 divorce lawyers from eleven
participating law firms.
Mike Devlin, head of the 90strong Family law department at Stephensons
Solicitors LLP, said: “The
massive increase in people
representing themselves is
leading to huge delays at
court as judges struggle to
help people representing
themselves understand the
proceedings and what is
happening.
"Often people find that decisions go against them because they’ve not been able
to refer the judge to the relevant legal points of their

What has happened?
On 21st May 2014 the
Supreme Court answered
the question: “Can a member of an LLP be a “worker”
within the meaning of section 230(3) of the Employment Rights Act 1996
(ERA)?”. The answer was:
“yes, they can”.
This Judgment will be of
particular interest to firms
that are organised as LLPs,
especially those operating
in heavily regulated environments such as law, accountancy and financial
services. These fields demand the highest levels of
integrity and honesty and

are subject to regulatory requirements to have procedures in place to deal with
whistleblowing.
Changes will now be required to your LLP agreements in light of the
decision that LLP members
are workers.
Why does this matter to
me and my business?
1.LLP members will be protected against any detriment imposed on them as a
result of “blowing the whistle”. “Detriment” has a wide
meaning and could include,
for example, ostracising an
individual, leaving them out
of key decision making in
which they are entitled to
participate, a demotion, a
reduction in profit share,
compulsory
retirement
and/or provision of a bad
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case. They can end up getting emotional and not representing their cause in the
best possible way.

clients which is why affordable approaches such as
Lawyer-Supported Mediation are so timely.”

“To respond to this crisis in
representation the legal industry has to completely rethink how best to serve

Marc Lopatin, trained family
mediator and founder of
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LLP members granted ‘worker’ protection
by the Supreme Court
Rachael Kirkup of
Brabners LLP explains
the new ruling by the
Supreme Court...
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reference following termination of the relationship.
There is no cap on compensation awarded for financial
losses suffered by an LLP
member as a result of being
subjected to retaliatory
treatment in response to
blowing the whistle.
2. LLP members will also
benefit from a range of
other statutory rights available to workers. This includes:
a. The right to paid annual
leave
b. Limits on working time
set out in the Working Time
Regulations 1998 e.g. in relation to rest breaks, rest periods and the maximum
weekly working time limit
c. The right not to suffer an
unauthorised deduction
from wages
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d. The right not to be
treated less favourably on
the basis of part-time status
e. LLP members are now
likely to be classed as “jobholders” under the Pensions
Act 2008, meaning LLP
members will need to be
automatically enrolled into
a
qualifying
pension
scheme and have minimum
contributions made into
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President’s Column

President’s Column
At a recent event I attended
on behalf of MLS, an accountant chose to give me a
one to one lecture on why
law firms were vulnerable to
failure. Given the choice I
would have gladly escaped
but he had me cornered.
There was no escape. He had
a twenty minute lecture to
deliver and he was going to
deliver it regardless. Much of
it was obvious, not billing
WIP, not collecting debts in a
timely manner that inevitably puts a strain on
working capital, effective use
of IT and then he added,
firms that persist with the
preservation of loss-making
departments. What about a
loss making family department? He ignored me so I repeated the question. He
hesitated before answering.
His daughter was going
through a difficult divorce involving his grandchildren
and he accepted that the
professional advice his
daughter had received from
her solicitor was invaluable.
He admitted that his daughter was on a limited budget
and that her solicitor had
provided many hours’ worth
of advice for no charge. How
often do we hear this? Family solicitors provide a service
that is second to none. So if
he were the practice manager/FD what would he do?

Would he cut this department? He then said that he
needed to visit the gents
and left without answering.
The reality is that this is a
hugely difficult question.
Family courts are facing
“meltdown” after a surge in
the number of parents
caught in child contact disputes attempting to represent themselves in hearings
since the government
scrapped access to legal aid
in most cases. I understand
that figures obtained under
the Freedom of Information
Act show the number of parents in cases involving children
without
legal
representation jumped by
48 per cent after the
changes which came into effect last year. This means that
for the first time, a majority
of such parents, almost six
out of 10, are not represented by a solicitor.
The massive increase in people representing themselves
is leading to huge delays at
court as judges struggle to
help people representing
themselves, understand the
proceedings and what is
happening. This cannot be
allowed to continue.
Employment Tribunal fees
were introduced on 29 July

2013 and start at around
£160 to issue a claim, rising
to £250 a claim with a further hearing fee ranging
from £230 to £950. The effect
is that the number of employment tribunal claims has
plummeted by around 80%
for the second consecutive
quarter. Claims dropped
81% between January and
March 2014 to 6,019, compared with the same quarter
in 2012/13, according to
government statistics.
There is a real question that
employees are being priced
out of justice. Again, this
cannot be allowed to continue.
These were issues I discussed with Paul Philip, the
new Chief Executive of the
SRA when I met him for the
first time recently. I was impressed. He was previously
the Deputy Chief Executive
and Chief Operating Officer
at the GMC and prior to that
he had held a senior role at
the Legal Services Commission. He did not lecture me
like a certain accountant. Instead he listened.
He
wanted to learn. I look forward to welcoming him to
Manchester in the near future. I think that he is someone that we as Manchester
solicitors can work with.

I also discussed inducements
offered by PI solictors. I now
understand that solicitors
will be banned from offering
up-front incentives for personal injury claims as part of
a pre-election set of reforms
from the MoJ. I do not accept the MoJ’s argument
that this is aimed at reducing
insurance fraud as individuals are bringing spurious
legal claims for a free iPad. A
distinction must be drawn
between provision of equipment to meet a client’s specific needs which is then
claimed as an item of special
damage and a misleading inducement.
The latter is wrong. MLS has
raised this issue with the relevant authorities. I can see a
real debate with the MoJ
and SRA as regards the definition of an inducement.
Working with Manchester
solicitors of the future is the
aim of the MLS Education
Foundation Fund Grant.
This will use MLS bequests
to help fund a university student through a law degree.
My thanks goes to Christine
McGregor, who has put in an
immense amount of hard
work into this worthwhile
project.
Please note that as from Friday 13th June terms of Busi-

ness must be up-dated, to
take account of the new
Consumer Contracts Regulations (The Consumer Contracts
(Information,
Cancellation and Additional
Charges) Regulations 2013).
They replace The Consumer
Protection (Distance Selling)
Regulations 2000 and The
Cancellation of Contracts
made in a Consumer’s Home
or Place of Work etc. Regulations 2008. The definition of
consumer is now an 'individual acting for purposes
which are wholly or mainly
outside of that individual’s
trade, business, craft or pro-

fession’.
And finally, when the accountant left me to visit the
gents, I was reminded of the
old joke about the accountant that couldn't budget
with his calculator so he had
to work it out with a pencil
and paper. As you can now
appreciate I am not with
Gunnercooke LLP because
of my sense of humour.
David Joseph
President
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News from Bridge Street
File Closure Management
Practice Note from The Law Society

CPD Programme
PA and Secretarial Conference – Maximise Your Potential

Who should read this practice note?
Any solicitors in England and Wales who manage a caseload and hold files.
What is the issue?
Establishing good processes for orderly file closure is central to running an efficient practice, managing risk (Chapter 7 of the SRA Code) and fulfilling your client care obligations
(Chapter 1 of the SRA Code).
This practice note sets out good practice for managing file closure at the termination of a
matter and the need to manage risks inherent in the mismanagement of file administration, and in particular, leaving a file open when it is ready for closure.
You are likely to increase the effectiveness and profitability of your practice if you follow
good practice in file management. It will also be of benefit in circumstances where the
firm may merge or close. - See more at: http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/advice/practicenotes/file-closure-management/#sthash.f6dJFWMc.dpuf

Local Land Charges Register

Thursday 4th September, 12:30-16:40
Delegate fee £55.00 + VAT (£66.00)
Expert speakers will provide a quality, constructive, interactive, relevant and inspiring programme which will give you the information and skills you need to
cope with the challenges you face in an ever changing environment.
Management Stage One
Tuesday 16th September, 09:15-17:30
Member rate £120.00 + VAT (£144.00 total) Non-member rate £170.00 + VAT
(£204.00 total)
Compulsory for all Solicitors in their first three years after qualification, this
course provides delegates with a practical foundation of essential management
skills and knowledge and is approved by the Solicitors Regulatory Authority
(SRA).

The Land Registry of England and Wales is to press ahead with plans to take over the
management of the local land charges register.

Insurance Law – Better Protection for Consumers

The Land Registry will become the sole registering authority for local land charges (LLCs) .
Of 620 responses to the consultation on the agency taking on ‘wider powers’, 95% of
those expressing an opinion opposed the proposal to take on local land charges.
The registry recently said the change would make it easier to register a property and create a standardised national fee, ending what it called ‘the existing postcode lottery’. At
present, local land charges are maintained by 348 local authorities, with search fees varying between £3 and £96 and turnaround times between 1 and 42 days.

Wednesday 17th September, 17:30-19:30
Member rate £20.00 + VAT (£24.00) Non-member rate £40.00 + VAT (£48.00)
This talk is an essential for all insurance lawyers, as the better protection afforded to consumers under the 2012 Act presents an entirely novel approach to
insurance law.

Ed Lester, Chief Executive of the Land Registry said the new ‘one-stop shop’ digital LLC
search service ‘will improve and standardise the service through faster turnaround times.
This is consistent with government’s digital by default agenda and will ease the process
of buying property’.

Social Media Workshop

The response announces one concession to critics of original proposals. Lester said that
the new centralised register would not be limited to land charges going back only 15
years.
Preparatory work will begin next April on a ‘phased migration’ to the new register. The
move will require changes to the Land Registration Act 2002 and Local Land Charges Act
1975, which will be carried out through the Infrastructure Bill announced in the Queen’s
speech.

Thursday 9th October, 08:00-10:30
Member rate £20.00 + VAT (£24.00) Non-member rate £40.00 + VAT (£48.00)
Do you know how to engage with social media, use it to increase your industry
profile and win work? Discover the benefits of embracing social media be that
Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook or Google Plus, and find out which platforms are
most appropriate for your needs.
Managing your Stars, Steadies and Slackers

The full response to the consultation is available at http://www.landregistry.gov.uk/professional/local-land-charges
The registry's parent body, the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, is expected to respond shortly to a consultation on converting the bulk of Land Registry into
a 'service delivery company'.

Family Courts continued from front cover
LawyerSupportedMediation.com said: “The answer
is not putting lawyers back
in the courtroom at the
public’s expense. Instead,
the government should be
doing all it can to encourage lawyers and mediators
to work in tandem. This is
the only way to make available the support parents
need at a price most can afford.
“Telling separating families
to simply ‘mediate don’t litigate’ is not working. Mediation
numbers
have
collapsed by almost a third
in Manchester since the
government drove a wedge

between lawyers and mediators in 2013. People need
lawyers to feel secure and to
provide advice so decisions
being taken at mediation
are informed.
“The alternative is still more
parents heading to court
and goodness knows how
many lopsided kitchen
table deals are being done
where one party is selling
themselves short.”
In 2012/13, over two-thirds
of separating couples beginning family mediation
went on to reach agreement.* To encourage the
take-up of family mediation,

the government now insists
the party taking legal action
against their former partner
first attend a mediation
awareness meeting.
*Source Ministry of Justice:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-mediation-laws-to-help-separatin
g-couples
For the latest facts about divorce, see Office of National
Statistics Infographic:
http://bit.ly/1n4UV4z

Wednesday 15th October, 08:00-10:00
Member rate £20.00 + VAT (£24.00) Non-member rate £40.00 + VAT (£48.00)
Managing a successful team can bring many rewards. However, managing the
stars, steadies and slackers who sit within your teams can be fraught with difficulty if you take your eye off the ball. In this seminar Mike Ode of Potential Unearthed tackles how to manage these people head on.
Dates for your diary:
•
•
•

1st October: Fatal Accident Claims Conference
21st October: Personal Injury Conference
23rd October: Employment Law Conference
Keep up to date with the latest event information at

www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
or follow us on Twitter @ManLawSoc
To book a place on any of the above events, please email
CarlaJones@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Regulatory Affairs Committee Update
Last month’s round up was
dominated by tales from
the SRA after they released
four simultaneous consultations outlining the main
regulatory reforms on its
agenda. This month it is the
Law Society’s turn to be in
the spotlight with four new
practice notes. Three of
those notes deal with highly
topical issues that lawyers
need to be aware of and I
look at them in a bit more
detail below. In the meantime, lets remind ourselves
what the MoJ, LSB and SRA
have been up to!
The MoJ v the Claimant
Personal Injury Market
The Ministry of Justice (MoJ)
continues to target the personal injury sector with proposals
to
ban
the
controversial use of upfront
incentives by lawyers which,
some believe, encourage individuals to lodge wholly
dishonest, fraudulent or
substantially exaggerated
claims. When the SRA announced back in June 2013
(some 12 months ago – can
anyone believe it!) that it
had no objection in principle to the use of inducements, many were left
wondering how this would
sit with the MoJ given that
the latter had just imposed
a ban on claims management companies doing the
very same thing. I wonder,
when Paul Phillip announced to the audience at
the Manchester Law Society’s Regulatory Conference
on 15 May this year that the
SRA would be reviewing its
position on inducements, if
he had an inkling this was in
the pipeline? Those firms
who have incorporated the
offering of inducements
into their business models
will need to start thinking
about how they might need
to adapt and find other
ways to generate leads.
The MoJ also wants the
courts to have the power to
throw out cases brought by
claimants who, whilst genuinely injured, behave in a
way that is fundamentally
dishonest in an attempt to
exploit the system and obtain more compensation
than to which they are legitimately entitled. There are
also wide ranging proposals
including a prohibition of
common ownership between law firms and med-

ical agencies and also the
use of medical reports in
whiplash cases generally to
weed out the bogus cases
that are making whiplash
claims the fraud of choice.
Whatever your views on the
reforms, it is clear that the
industry as a whole is still
struggling to get to grips
with fraud and aggressive
steps are needed to turn the
tide. That said, the extent to
which lawyers can (and indeed should) be used as
gatekeepers is questionable.
The LSB and the SRA:
Training for Tomorrow
It’s official. The LSB has approved the SRA’s plans to
deregulate training, so what
can we expect?
Something that will affect
many of us is the scrapping
of the mandatory CPD requirement for solicitors. By
November 2016, we will all
be free of the tick box 16hour requirement that has
been the norm for years.
This does not, of course,
mean that solicitors do not
require ongoing training. It
simply means that the SRA
recognises that ongoing
competency can be obtained in other ways and
gives firms far greater freedom of choice to tailor training requirements to suit the
individuals. Hopefully this
will mark the end of the last
minute scramble for CPD
points in October that I am
sure most of us have fallen
victim to at some point in
our careers but will it
mean(as many have suggested) that some firms will
simply see it as an opportunity to cut costs and/or not
bother with laying on a
training programme for
their staff? Once again, the
emphasis is being placed
upon firm responsibility to
decide what suits their business – does that mean more
time and management
costs for firms?
Life for new solicitors is
going to be very different.
Firstly, the minimum salary
for trainees is going to be
abolished. We all knew this
was happening but the final
hurdle has passed and as of
August 2014 there is no obligation on employers to
pay junior lawyers more
than the national minimum
wage. When it comes to the

training contract itself – the
SRA promises that it is not
watering down its requirements for junior solicitors to
undergo a comprehensive
apprenticeship – rather it intends to do away with unnecessary red tape and
bureaucratic requirements
found in the current regime.
Changes to consumer contracts
By now everyone should be
aware that the Consumer
Contracts
(Information,
Cancellation and Additional
Charges) Regulations 2013
(“the Regulations”) came
into force on 13 June 2014,
updating and consolidating
the existing rules on distance selling to consumers.
The Law Society has produced a practice note entitled
Cancellation
of
Contracts which summarises the key points and
leaves us in no doubt that
solicitors and their clients
can very easily be caught by
the definitions of “trader”
and “consumer”/distance
and off-premises contracts.
Remember,
contracts
formed in any of the three
situations described in Regulation 5 will trigger the
provision of information requirements for solicitors
and cancellation rights for
their clients. Firms need to
get to grips with the Regulations and what they mean
for your firm. Be clear about
when the Regulations
apply, what information you
need to give to clients and
what their cancellation
rights are. You will certainly
need to review and update
your terms of business,
client care letters, cancellation forms and CFAs. We are
still seeing references to the
old “Distance Selling Regulations” and its regime in
post-13 June contracts.
Make sure that your terms
are bang up-to-date, not
least because getting it
wrong could not only render a contract unenforceable (so best of luck if you
try suing your client for non
payment of fees!) but it can
also result in action being
taken against your firm by
the Trading Standards Institute that could give rise to a
hefty fine and embarrassing
publicity.
The Compli team at Weightmans has been helping

clients get up to speed with
the new regime so feel free
to get in contact with me at
michelle.garlick@weightmans.com if you need some
support.
Insolvent Insurers
Uncertainties surrounding
insolvent insurers continue
to dominate headlines and
no doubt the nightmares of
those partners worried
about what it could all
mean. The Law Society has
put together a practice note
entitled Insolvency of a Participating Insurer which acts
as a sobering reminder to
everyone that there are no
guarantees that claims already notified to insolvent
insurers will be met in full
and for some unfortunates
out there this could result in
a personal liability to make
up
the
shortfall.

There is a glimmer of hope
in that the Financial Services
Compensation
Scheme
(FSCS) may be a saviour for
some but the FSCS is subject to stringent eligibility
criteria and, even if it does
pay out there are limits on
the amount of compensation that can be awarded.
Consumer Credit and FCA
Compliance for Lawyers
As of 1 April this year the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) took over the regulation of consumer credit activities from the Office of
Fair Trading (OFT). This was
significant for lawyers because the group licence
held by the Law Society,
that we all relied on to mop
up any consumer credit activities we undertook that
did not fall within the Part
XX exemption to the Finan-

cial Services and Markets
Act 2000, was scrapped. This
means that without FCA authorisation or “interim permission” (a temporary
arrangement in place for
those who originally held
OFT licences) lawyers are no
longer able to deliver regulated consumer credit activities e.g. debt collecting

continued on page 13
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Movers & Shakers

Irwin Mitchell Manchester appoints leading
Commercial Litigation Partner

Mills & Reeve boosts Manchester real
estate team

Banking And Financial Litigation Expert To Boost
Firm’s Growing Business
Team

The Manchester office of
leading national law firm
Mills & Reeve has appointed Heather Leese as
a solicitor in its real estate
team.

The Manchester office of
law firm Irwin Mitchell has
appointed senior commercial
litigation
Partner
Jonathon Crook as it continues to invest in its fastgrowing business division.
Jonathon has moved to
Irwin Mitchell’s Manchester
office from Eversheds where
he built a significant commercial litigation practice
with an emphasis on banking and financial services litigation. He also has
considerable experience
dealing with shareholder
and joint venture cases,
contentious insolvency and
international arbitration
matters.
Before moving to Eversheds
in 2001, he built up extensive international experience spending six years in
Hong Kong as a Partner at
Simmons & Simmons and
Clifford Chance. In addition,
he is a registered practitioner with the DIFC courts
in Dubai.

Commenting on his decision to join Irwin Mitchell,
Jonathon
said: “Irwin
Mitchell is a forward-thinking innovative law firm
which has a very strong reputation for its litigation
work.

Heather joins from the Manchester office of Eversheds
where she has advised on a
broad range of real estate
matters.

“I am excited about the
prospect of joining the
firm’s Manchester office,
particularly at a time when
it is making considerable investment in growing its
Business Legal Services
team. I am very much looking forward to supporting
the growth of Irwin Mitchell
in the North West whilst
helping it to further develop
what is already a first-class
commercial litigation team.”

a proven track record when
it comes to supporting the
complex needs of clients.”

Roy Beckett, Irwin Mitchell
partner and Head of Business Legal Services in Manchester, added: “We are
delighted to announce the
appointment of Jonathon
to our Manchester office. He
is an expert in his field and
this latest move demonstrates our intention to
grow our market share by
investing in highly talented
people who have an innovative approach to law and

Nigel Kissack, who head up
the firm’s national commercial litigation team, said:
“Irwin Mitchell has made
significant investment in
enhancing its commercial
litigation offering during
the last 12 months. We have
added considerable contentious IP and contentious
tax expertise recently and
this latest hire adds strength
in a number of areas including finance litigation.”

Jon Crook

Anne Fairhurst, head of the
real estate team in Manchester, said: “Mills & Reeve
is committed to growing its
real estate team nationally
and this latest appointment
in Manchester reflects that

Blackstone Solicitors in Hale achieve excellence in
Investors in People report
Blackstone
Solicitors,
based in Hale, Cheshire
have recently achieved excellence in the Investors in
People Report. Set up in
2010 by Emma Nawaz the
business has grown and
flourished and now employs a team of 6.

MB BS, DA, FCARCSI, FRCA, FFPMRCA

Blackstone Solicitors specialise in dispute resolution
and all aspects of commercial litigation serving clients
throughout the UK. Earlier
this year Blackstone were involved in an international
story as they acted against
several well know high
street banks.

Chronic Pain Expert

The Investors in People report clearly shows that the

Dr Joshua Adedokun

Heather Leese
strategy. Heather’s previous experience makes her a great
fit for the growing team and our clients.”

company has developed a
clear vision, strategy, direction and purpose, which
have been shared with all
staff. People in the business
are clear about the ambition
of the Company and its future plans.
The report highlighted that
Blackstone Solicitors are
lead by a passionate and dynamic leader in Emma
Nawaz who recognises that
the business depends on
the quality and passion of
its people. During the interviews within the assessment feedback from staff
indicated that exceeding
client’s expectations is always paramount to the
team.

Earlier this year Blackstone
Solicitors won ‘Team of the
Year Litigation’ at the Manchester Legal Awards.
Commenting on this latest
achievement for Emma and
the team, Emma Nawaz,
Managing Director commented, “ We are all absolutely delighted with the
Investors in people report.
We have a strong team ethic
at Blackstone and remain
passionate about our clients
and building long-term professional relationships. My
congratulations go out to
the team and I thank them
for their continued dedication.”

Dr Adedokun has extensive clinical experience in the
management of various chronic pain syndromes including
persistent, neck, back and neuropathic or complex regional pain
syndrome especially following personal or occupational injuries.
He also has wide experience in medical negligence claims.
Listed on the UK Register of Expert Witnesses, an APIL expert, Member of Society of Expert Witnesses and Expert Witness
Institute.
Dr Adedokun accepts instructions from Claimants, Defendants and
as a Single Joint Expert.
He covers Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Birmingham and
London.
Other locations and domicilliary visits can be arranged.

Contact Person: Jane Griffiths (Medico Legal Manager)
Tel: 0161 485 1881/07946 700859
Email: expertpainreports@gmail.com
Room 9, Eden Point, Three Acres Lane, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire SK8 6RL

The deadline for the August edition of
The Messenger
is 10th July

BARRY FRIESLANDER MCIArb
Certified Mediator
Complex business & matrimonial disputes resolved

P: 08448 777 888
M: 07973 394 803
E: info@dispute-resolve.co.uk
W: www.dispute-resolve.co.uk

Barry holds Certified Elite Mediator status, compliant with the UK Ministry of Justice, EU &
UK Civil Mediation Council Mediator Database and is accredited by the ADR Group.

Leading law firm appoints head of Award winning Cheshire Solicitors
litigation
takes prestigious legal award
Roberts Jackson Solicitors
is pleased to announce
that Brian Robinson has
joined as the firms Head
of Litigation at Associate
level.
Brian has vast experience in
Industrial Disease and Civil
Litigation.
He previously was Head of
Disease at the Legal 500
firm Stripes Solicitors and
before that was employed

at Thornley’s Solicitors for
approximately 13 years.
Brian commented with the
following “ I am delighted to
become part of the Roberts
Jackson team, I join a law
firm which shares my belief
in developing young talent,
I am committed to instilling
into the firm’s individuals
my legal knowledge and
ability. I have been with the
firm for only a small time
however I can already see

this is truly a firm of the future. The enthusiasm and
detailed knowledge of Industrial disease at Roberts
Jackson is staggering.”

Roberts Jackson Solicitors
win “Legal Services Team
of the Year” at the
renowned Claims Innovation Awards.

Roberts Jackson Solicitors
are delighted that Brian
Robinson has joined the
company and know the
firm’s clients will benefit
greatly from his wealth of
experience and forward
thinking approach.

The Law firm which specialises in industrial disease
litigation were presented
with the award for “Legal
Services Team of the Year – 1
to 10 partners” at a ceremony held in the Midland
Hotel in Manchester.

JMW outperforms the market again
Leading
Manchester
based full service law firm
JMW Solicitors LLP is celebrating after again achieving outstanding year end
results.
Income at the firm is up by
14.6% from £15 million to
£17.2 million and provisional profit by 15.6% from
£3.2 million to £3.7 million.
This is even more impressive
when looked at in the context of the firm’s performance over the past three
years as fee income has increased by 56% from £11
million to £17.2 million now.
The number of Equity Partners has remained at 10 and
the firm closed the year with
no bank overdraft partly due
to the fact that Partners reinvested part of the profits
into the firm.
Over the last year growth
has been seen in all work
types with the Commercial
Property department leading the way with a fee increase of 100%, followed by
Commercial
Litigation
(71%), Corporate (53%), Private Client Department
(47%), Business Crime &
Regulation (34%) and Corporate Recovery and Insolvency (27%). New work at
JMW is now growing exponentially and new matters
taken on by the firm have increased by 30% across the
board. Commercial Property
and Commercial Litigation
doubled the number of new
matters in the last financial
year and new client instructions in the Clinical Negligence department also
increased by 50%.
Although fee income in Personal Injury decreased as expected to £4.5m, savings in
costs meant that the levels

of profit were maintained.
This was also helped by
growing departments sharing a greater proportion of
fixed overheads.
The firm has again seen an
unparalleled surge in website instructions with an increase of
70% in fees generated from
those cases. For the first
time fee income from the
web topped £1m, with a further £1m generated in work
in progress. Fees from the
solicitor’s referral network
Lawshare increased by
117%. The network which
now comprises of 160 North
West firms has thrived under
the leadership of promoted
Partner, Stuart Cartwright.
Firms continue to join the
scheme at an increasing
pace, receiving free training,
cost controlling and management advice as well as a
welcome home for work
they don’t choose to carry
out.
Senior Partner at JMW, Joy
Kingsley said:
“This is our third year of outstanding results showing
that we are able to perform
well in a variety of markets
subject to a variety of difficulties. This year has seen us
successfully meet the challenges in Personal Injury
work as well as grow many
of our work types. We are
very gratified by the number
and breadth of clients instructing the firm, showing
that clients longstanding
and new to the firm like
what we do. Staff numbers
have increased by 20% from
205 to 245, including several
senior hires such as Mark
Jones (Commercial Litigation), Matthew Whyatt (Corporate
Recovery
&

Joy Kingsley
Insolvency), Thomas Pearson, Claire Hamilton and
Stephen Goodman (Commercial Property).”
The record financial year at
JMW completes an excellent
year for the firm after they
were chosen as Law Firm of
the Year at the Talk of Manchester Awards in November, then awarded Medium
Law Firm of the Year at the
Manchester Legal Awards in
March for the 2nd year running and then Employer of
the Year at the City of Manchester Business Awards.
Commenting on the firm’s
great year JMW’s new Managing Partner Paul Walker
commented:
“I feel privileged to have
succeeded Bill Jones and become Managing Partner at
such a successful time for
JMW. We are committed to
building on the great work
already done and becoming
the law firm of choice for
many clients across our
many disciplines. We are not
complacent but have a clear
direction as a full service
firm with a strong legal offering in the Manchester
market.”

strangers of winning awards
and have been recognised
nationally in the last year for
their education and development programme at the
British Legal Awards 2013,
as well as being recognised
as a National Champion at
the European Business
Awards 2013.

The annual Claims Innovation Awards celebrate firms,
teams and individuals from
across the legal industry
who have created innovative ways to grow their business and improve access to
justice at a volatile time for
the legal industry.

Karen Jackson, C.E.O said:
“This award represents all
the hard work achieved at
Roberts Jackson. To win in
the category of ‘Legal Services Team of the Year 1-10
partners’ was a difficult category however we are committed to working together
within our team to provide
the best quality legal services on the market to clients
who truly need our help.”

Roberts Jackson are no

Over the last few years

Roberts Jackson have excelled in the legal field and
has grown into one of the
UK’s largest Industrial Disease law firms, employing
over 240 staff. Recently, the
firm’s technical ability and
prowess has been recognised with them winning a
string of awards and gaining national recognition.
The firm is looking forward
to the year ahead as it continues to build on its solid
foundation.
Karen Jackson added: “Industrial Disease Litigation is
complex and difficult and I
believe that the work
achieved by Roberts Jackson is already making a
huge difference to people’s
lives in the UK.”
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Clough & Willis adds to Commercial Property Team
Bury based law firm
Clough & Willis has grown
its Commercial Property
team following the appointment of Olivia Hepworth as an assistant
solicitor.
Olivia, who joins Clough &
Willis from the Manchester
office of Squire Sanders, will
be working alongside David
Leviten – partner and head
of the department. She will
be working on the complete range of commercial
property services the firm
offers, including; sales and
purchases of land & property, development work as
well as landlord and tenant
cases. She will also be assisting the Residential Property

team on certain matters.
David Leviten commented:
“The last couple of years
have seen an upturn in the
demand for our commercial
property services, despite
some pretty tough market
conditions. Our aim is to
continue building a strong
team and I’m sure Olivia’s
experience and drive will
add real value. The focus for
us is to continue growing
our offering and to further
build our client base right
across the North West.”
Whilst Olivia said of her appointment: “I’m really excited to now be part of the
Clough & Willis team – especially as this new role is an

Philip Richardson, head
of Employment law at
Stephensons Solicitors
LLP, has been made a
partner of the firm.

Olivia Hepworth
opportunity to have more
responsibility and to make
more of an impact on the
clients I work with.”

Ex-Linders Myers’ team join Taylors
The Corporate Recovery
team from Linder Myers’
Manchester office has
joined Taylors, in a move
that will bring significant
growth for the niche commercial firm.
Mark Dennis, who headed
Linder Myers’ Commercial
Litigation & Corporate Recovery team, James Haigh
and Peter Crewe will all join
the firm as Partners and
George Dennis will join as
Paralegal. All four will be
part of an enlarged Restructuring & Corporate Recovery team, headed by
Andrew Livesey. Earlier this
year, the team appointed
Stuart Beatson who joined
from Pannone and an-

nounced the promotion of
Grahame Love to Partner.
Andrew Livesey commented, “We are obviously
delighted that the team has
joined Taylors and very
much welcome them to the
firm. Their appointments
represent an opportunity
for significant growth, of
not only our existing Restructuring & Corporate Recovery offering, but across
the firm in a number of our
key service areas, and in
both the Manchester market and wider afield
throughout the North West”.
“Mark and the team are all
very well connected and
highly regarded in the mar-

Employment Lawyers joins Stephensons
Partnership

ket and have a loyal following of a number of established corporate clients
who, I am proud to say, are
extremely supportive of the
team’s move to Taylors”.
Speaking of the move, Mark
Dennis said, “We are delighted to be joining Taylors.
As soon as we opened discussions, it became obvious
that our client bases were
complimentary and the fact
that we are now a team of
five Partners substantially
increases our capacity and
offering. We are all very
much focused on developing the Taylors brand and
practice”

Philip started his training
contract with Stephensons
in 2002 and qualified as a
solicitor in 2004. Since
2008, Philip has led the
team of employment law
solicitors and advisors
which acts for businesses
and individuals across the
country in a range of contentious and non contentious employment law
issues.
Philip has also developed a
range of tailored HR and
employment law packages
which assist SMEs with all
aspects of the HR requirements: Workplace Plus,
Workplace Assist and Workplace Connect.
The Employment law team
is part of Stephensons
Commercial department,
which recorded fee income
of £2.75million last year and
has grown in strength and
depth with the opening of
new London offices and
several lateral hires and
mergers.

Call: 01392 423607

Ann Harrison, Stephensons’ chairwoman, said: “It gives us
immense pride to be able to invite one of our ‘home-grown’
solicitors to the partnership table. Phil has been with us for
12 years and has developed a significant practice which has
contributed to the continuous success of our Commercial
team.”

Marketing Director promoted to Partner
at Weightmans LLP
Top 50 national law firm
Weightmans LLP has promoted seven new partners to the partnership
including for the first time
in its history a professional director with a nonlegal
background.
Marketing Director,
Sarah-Jane Howitt has become a Fixed Share Member
(FSM). Her promotion
makes her the first person
to be appointed to FSM status from a business services
department, as a result of
the firm recently being
awarded their Alternative
Business Structure (ABS) Licence.

Andrew Livesey, Mark Dennis, Peter Crewe and James Haigh

Ann Harrison, Phil Richardson and Jonathan Chadwick

She joins Andrew Clarke
(Local Gov & Police Leicester), Paul Horton (Family &
Private Client Manchester),
Euros Jones (Regulatory
Services London), Jonathan
Lanigan (Large Loss Manchester), Adrian Le Monnier
(Local Gov & Police Birmingham) and Jawaid Rehman
(Employment Birmingham)
as newly promoted partners
at the firm.
John Schorah, Weightmans
Managing Partner said:“The
recent promotions at
Weightmans, which include
seven FSM Promotions, and

13 Associate Promotions
show
positively
that
Weightmans continues to
grow and invest in its people. We recognise a mix of
skills is required within our
partnership to enable us to
meet the market challenges
we are facing and our ABS
Licence has made this year’s
promotions even more profound in allowing us to encourage
development
across business support
teams as well as solicitors.”
Sam Airey, HR Director,
added:“Weightmans prides
itself on its people-focused
culture. The appointment of
Sarah-Jane to the partnership is a testament to her
achievements and sends a
positive message that the
firm values the contributions of its people, whatever
role they play.”
Sarah-Jane Howitt has been
with firm for eight years.
She oversees the business
development and communications teams and takes a
strategic role advising the
board on activity that delivers ROI and generates business growth. Sarah-Jane
said:
“I am delighted to be the
first FSM from a different

Sarah-Jane Howitt
profession. My promotion
demonstrates that Weightmans is forward thinking
and has a strong client
focus. It confirms our total
dedication to being as versatile and flexible as we possibly can, to ensure we can
grow, change and adapt
whilst continuing to help
our clients achieve their
business goals.”
The promotions follow a
successful year for Weightmans with them receiving a
Top 5 UK Employer award
and recently reporting a
6.6% growth in turnover for
the last financial year.

Senior Residential Conveyancer to manage a team of 5 fee earners on The Fylde
Coast, excellent salary, outstanding benefits and genuine career progression

To enquire about this position or many of the other vacancies we have on offer, or you would like
some honest, straight forward career advice please call 01524 542655 or 07970252772
or email siobhan.courtney@eventuslegal.com

Eventus Legal successfully recruit legal professionals for Private Practice across the North West on both a
contract and permanent basis, from Secretaries to Senior Partner level. We are trusted as “the first point of contact”
for many firms to resolve their recruitment needs whether contingent or retained.

www.eventuslegal.co.uk

Clarke Willmott LLP announces
growth and expansion
National Law firm, Clarke
Willmott LLP, has announced a strong finish to
the financial year posting
10% growth in revenue
over the past 12 months
from turnover of £33m in
April 2013 to £36.2m in
April 2014.
In addition to a strong financial performance, and as
part of the firm’s growth
strategy, Clarke Willmott has
announced 10 new Partner
promotions.
In the last 12 months, Clarke
Willmott’s Manchester Office has taken on 3 new
partners and a number of
support staff, while employment law specialist Emma
Hamnett has also been promoted to Partner. The firm
has also taken extra space at
19 Spring Gardens to accommodate the expansion
of the Manchester Office.
In addition to Emma, the
following Partner promotions have been announced
across the firm:
•AnnaLiisa Blanks-Walden
(construction, Bristol)
•Joanne Carter (property litigation, Bristol)
•Paul Hazeldine (private
property & agriculture,
Taunton)
•Amy Rudrum (property litigation, Bristol)

•Iain Harrison (property,
Birmingham)
•Simon Smith (corporate,
Bristol)
•Laurence Lacey (property,
Bristol)
•Simon Day (property, Bristol)
•Kerry Fifield (clinical negligence, Bristol)
Stephen Rosser, Chief Executive of Clarke Willmott LLP,
commented. “These appointments further demonstrate our commitment to
our growth strategy and will
help to ensure that we build
on the success of the last financial year.”
Clarke Willmott has also announced 16 new staff will
be joining the firm nationally this month including 3
new Partners.
Philip Edwards specialises in
serious personal injury
claims for people who have
sustained brain or spinal
cord injury, traumatic amputations, burns and multiple injuries. Philip joins
Birmingham office as a Partner from Irwin Mitchell.
Rayner Grice also joins Birmingham office as a Partner in
the family law team.
With 20 years’ experience in
practising family law at
niche firm Blair Allison, she
specialises in dealing with

Stephen Rosser
high value, complex financial matters as a result of divorce or cohabitation
breakdown. Joining Rayner
in the family team are Caroline Young, Legal Executive
and Stacey Collins, Legal Assistant, who worked with
Rayner at her last firm.
In London office, Clarke Willmott has appointed Jessica
Taylor as a Partner in the
firm’s construction team.
Jessica joins Clarke Willmott
from Clarkslegal and will be
working as part of the firm’s
leading national social
housing sector team where
she will be working on construction matters.

Brabners lawyer appointed to TEAM Professional
Standards Committee
TEAM (The Employment
Agents Movement) has
appointed Paul Chamberlain, Partner and head of
Employment law at Brabners’ Manchester office, to
its Professional Standards
Committee.
TEAM is the largest network
of independent recruiters in
the UK with approaching
500 member locations.
TEAM Professional Standards Committee was created to respond to queries
whether from the general
public or members of TEAM.
Paul is taking over the role
from Fiona Coombe and
joins Mark Mitchell (Chair),
Chief Executive at Meridian
Business Support, and Kirsty
Craig, Managing Director of
Kirsty Craig Associates on

the panel.
Brabners already has a longstanding partnership with
TEAM as the network’s Principal Legal Advisor plus regional advisor to the North
West, North East, South
West and the Midlands.
Commenting on his appointment, Paul Chamberlain said: “I am honoured to
join TEAM Professional Standards Committee. I am
mindful of the experience
and
expertise
Fiona
Coombe brought to the
panel and hope to prove
myself a worthy successor.”
Simon Garbett, Chairman of
TEAM said: “Paul is widely
recognised as a leading expert on recruitment and

employment law and has
worked with TEAM for many
years so is fully aware of the
issues the sector faces. He
will undoubtedly make a
significant contribution to
any decision that has to be
made by TEAM Professional
Standards Committee on
any matters raised. We are
delighted to appoint Paul to
the panel.”

Weightmans bolsters Real Estate Team with
Planning Partner recruit
Top 50 national law firm
Weightmans LLP has recruited Lee Gordon, appointing him as Partner
and National Head of Planning within its Real Estate
Team.

ing closely with the wider
Real Estate teams throughout the firm’s nine offices, together with the firm’s highly
regarded environment, construction and public sector
teams.

Lee joins from DLA Piper,
where he spent 10 years advising on all aspects of planning and related law. His
experience includes acting
for both private and public
sector clients across a range
of sectors, including advising on various major energy
and infrastructure projects,
strategic residential developments and retail schemes.
Lee’s experience includes
the conduct of a successful
appeal to the Supreme
Court in the widely reported
Paddico/ Betterment ‘village
green’ litigation case.
Based in the firm’s Manchester office, Lee will be work-

Lee commented:“I am delighted to join Weightmans
at such an exciting time for
the firm. The firm has an excellent client base and retains a clear focus on client
service. I look forward to
working with clients and
colleagues and continuing
to develop the firm’s planning practice.”
Karl Jackson, Partner and
Head of Real Estate at
Weightmans said:“Lee’s substantial knowledge and expertise in planning spans a
variety of sectors and he is
expertly placed to develop
the planning practice na-

Lee Gordon
tionally, providing specialist
planning advice and support for clients. With Lee on
board we look to strengthen
our Real Estate service offering with confidence, developing this side of the
business in 2014 and beyond.”
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Stephensons appoints new Managing Partner
Leading
law
firm,
Stephensons Solicitors
LLP, has appointed a new
managing partner.

On Wednesday 21st May
Aequitas Legal scooped
the Best Use of Technology category at the
Claims Innovation Awards
held at the Midland Hotel
in Manchester. It’s the
fourth award for the firm
in less than 12 months –
the company was last year
recognised for Excellence
in Client Services by the
Law Society.

Sean Joyce, previously head
of Regulatory law at
Stephensons, has taken up
his position as managing
partner of the entire Regulatory and Criminal Justice
department, comprising 50
criminal lawyers and support staff, based across the
firm’s ten offices including
Manchester,
London,
Wigan, St Helens, Leigh, Altrincham and Bolton.
Over the past five years,
Sean and senior partner
Neal Boland have developed the Regulatory team
from three members of staff
to a 19-strong team specialising in all aspects of regulatory defence work including
fraud, professional discipline, motoring, environmental among others.
In addition to overseeing
this team, Sean’s new role
will include managing the
miscarriage of justice and
appeals team, as well as the
education law, crown court,
prison law, civil liberties and
human rights teams.
Sean has succeeded Martin
Jones who has retired after
16 years as a partner with
the firm. Martin will continue to work for the firm as
a consultant.
Sean qualified as a solicitor
in 1998 and has been with
Stephensons for over 20
years. As a Magistrates
Court and Police Station
Duty Solicitor and a Higher
Courts (Criminal) Advocate,
Sean represents clients
throughout the entire criminal process, from interviews
under
caution
through to the Magistrates

Aequitas Legal celebrates shortlisting
and scoops top award

Sean Joyce
and Crown Court. He is recommended as a leader in
his field by Chambers UK.
Sean said: “The Regulatory
and Criminal Justice department has a national reputation in many areas of
criminal defence. We’re
proud of that reputation
and I’m thrilled to be leading a team which can boast
so many specialist solicitors
conducting quality legal
work.
“In recent years the department has grown considerably including opening a
new London office and introducing new areas of
work including education
law and fitness to practice
defence. I’m looking forward to further enhancing
our service offering and the

new challenges this role will
bring.”
Ann Harrison, chairwoman
at Stephensons, said: “Sean
has been a major part of the
success of the Regulatory
and Criminal Justice department, under the guidance
of Martin Jones. He is one of
many partners who joined
us as a graduate and has developed his entire career
with Stephensons.

Innovation was at the heart
of the awards which recognised the impact of Aequitas Legal’s inCase app.
inCase was originally developed for clients of Aequitas
Legal but with the Jackson
reforms has been re-developed as a product available
to any law firm. In particular,
it helps personal injury law
firms to provide clients with
real-time information on
the progress of their claim
and enables clients to obtain case updates and keep
in consistent contact with
the fee earner dealing with
their case.

Judges were looking for
originality and innovation,
demonstrable results as
well as teamwork and cooperation during the implementation
of
the
technology.
Sucheet Amin, Managing
Partner and former President of the Manchester Law
Society, said: “Technology is
playing an increasingly important role in providing
outstanding service to
clients.
We’re proud of our inCase
app because it makes life
easier for our clients and
streamlines the claims management process for our fee
earners, enabling them to
spend more time talking to
clients and focusing on the
complex aspects of each
case.”
Marek Handzel of Barker
Brooks who organised the
Awards said that “Aequitas
Legal stood out for the
judges as it showed a firm

whose owner has a flair for
business and does not just
pay lip service to client service”.
A month after moving into
larger offices in Trafford to
accommodate the rapid expansion of the firm, Aequitas Legal has also been
shortlisted for the Enterprise and Innovation Award
from the Trafford Business
Awards 2014. Sucheet
added, “Having just moved
into Trafford House, we are
extremely excited to have
been shortlisted against
other non-legal businesses
in the local area. Being up
against other finalists outside of our industry shows
that even with the tough
regulation of a law firm, we
can be creative and innovate to drive business development.”
The award ceremony will be
taking place on the 10th
July just a stone’s throw
away at Lancashire Cricket
Club.

“There are challenges ahead
in the criminal legal aid
landscape and I’m certain
that Sean will have a huge
contribution to make to the
future development of the
firm as a whole.”

Such Amin with Rachel Stowe of Thorneycrofts who sponsored the Award and the
comedian Patrick Monahan.
www.PrestigeMedicalLtd.co.uk – info@prestigemedicallegal .co.uk

Tel: 0161 833 1030 - Fax: 0161 839 2642
Suites 2Q & 2R, Queens Chambers, 5 John Dalton Street, Manchester M2 6ET

Prestige Medical Legal Services Ltd is a medical legal agency
offering a comprehensive medical legal reporting and rehabilitation
service to the legal profession and insurance companies

Personal Injury
ranging from straight forward liability to more complex claims.
Testimonial

Breda Azariah, Joint Managing Director at
Beardsells Solicitors, Cheadle, Cheshire.

Cathy’s peddle power to Paris raises £7000
for Spinal injuries charity
Solicitor Cathy Leech from
law firm Pannone, now
part of Slater & Gordon,
took up the challenge to
cycle the 300km from London to Paris in aid of the
SIA (Spinal Injuries Association).
Cathy, who lives in Hale,
completed the ride in 3 days
and helped raise a fantastic
£7000 along with her corider, Pauline Terry from
Bowdon, Project Manager
for the Southway Housing
Association.

Cathy, who has secured
compensation
pay-outs
worth millions of pounds
for spinal injury accident
victims and has also helped
with health professional education for spinal cord injury said, “I have worked
with the SIA for 20 years and
have seen first-hand the
fantastic word they do. Over
20 able-bodied riders joined
3 spinal injured riders on
hand-bikes and it was both
an honour and a fantastic
experience to cycle with
them.”

She added, “One of the
spinal injured riders was
Gary Dawson from the SIA,
who visits newly injured
people in the North West to
help support them and
their families. Gary is always
keen to stress that the SIA’s
strap-line is ‘Life doesn’t
stop after you’re paralysed’,
and the ride to Paris was
proof indeed that this is
very definitely true.”

Stephen McCann steps down as director
of the SBA after a quarter of a century
Mills & Reeve’s Stephen
McCann is stepping down
from his role as a director
of the Solicitors Benevolent Association (SBA)
after almost a quarter of a
century on the board.
Stephen, who is a consultant
in the Manchester office of
Mills & Reeve where he specialises in advising elderly
clients and their families, has
been a board director of the
SBA since 1990 and was the
chairman in 1996.
During his time, Stephen
has helped hundreds of solicitors and their dependents who may need financial
help for any number of reasons, such as illness, redundancy and bereavement.
A tireless charity campaigner, Stephen spends between 30 and 40 hours a
month working voluntarily
for the SBA as well as the
Alzheimer’s Society.

Cathy Leech on the London to Paris cycle ride

DLA Piper strengthens Manchester
employment team
DLA Piper's Manchester
office has welcomed Alan
Chalmers as a partner in
its Employment team.
Alan, who joins from the
firm's Sheffield office, has
been a partner with DLA
Piper for 14 years and is an
expert in both contentious
and non-contentious employment law.
He regularly advises numerous high-profile clients in
both the public and private
sectors across a range of industries including hospitality
and
leisure,
manufacturing and retail,
and will work alongside employment partner Mary
Clarke to grow the employment team's local, national
and international creden-

tials.
Highly ranked as a top tier
lawyer in the legal directories, Alan specialises in advice on senior executive
severance, discrimination issues and large-scale reorganisation and redundancy
programmes. He is also a
member of the firm's Equality and Diversity group.
Liam Cowell, DLA Piper
Manchester's Office Managing Partner stated: "Alan's
appointment is reflective of
our commitment to enhance our existing capabilities by bringing in the best
people with the skills and
attributes which will support our Manchester business."

Alan Chalmers
Alan said, "I am delighted to
join a fantastic team in Manchester and I am looking
forward to working with my
colleagues on our strong regional national and international client relationships."

who
joined
Stephen,
George Davies, which later
merged with Mills & Reeve,
in 1976, has a dedicated 24hour phone line where the
family or carers of Alzheimer
and dementia sufferers can
call for help and advice.
In his role at the SBA,
Stephen has helped more
than 500 solicitors and their
families who have turned to
the association for assistance.
He said: “There are many examples where individuals or
their families with financial
problems may need our
help. In one recent case a
young solicitor was diagnosed with MS and didn’t
have any critical illness
cover. We financed adaptations to her home to help
her adjust to life with MS.
There have also been cases
where someone has lost
their life and we have
helped their family financially.

Stephen McCann
“The SBA is such a great organisation and we need
more volunteers. After more
than 25 years on the SBA
board I’ve decided to hand
over the reins. However, I
will be staying on as a local
representative of the SBA
and hopefully will continue
to help those in need of financial assistance from the
organisation.”
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Solicitors help Christies score over £30,000 at Old
Trafford charity football match
Last week, The Christie
Hospital held its annual
“Dream Team Cup” to support and raise funds for
cancer research and development. Roberts Jackson Solicitors were lucky
enough to be a part of this
special day, helping
Christies
net
over
£30,000.
The annual event gives
businesses the opportunity
to put together an 11 a side
team and play a tournament at the home of Manchester United F.C – Old
Trafford. The team arrived at
1 o’clock and were shown to
the dressing rooms and
made their way out through
the tunnel and onto the
pitch for a round robin featuring 5 other teams. After
they fulfilled their dreams of
playing at Old Trafford they
ate dinner with legend and
ex –United Player Lee
Sharpe. More fundraising
activities then took place in
the form of a silent auction
for some very exclusive
Football memorabilia.
The Christie has announced
that the money raised will
be used in the following
way – “The money we hope
to raise from The Christie
Dream Team Cup will support our new state of the art

cancer centre for teenagers
and young adults. The centre also contains our haematology and transplant
inpatient service. It has 31
specialist inpatient rooms,
each with top of the range
interiors. It also contains
outpatient facilities on the
ground floor with facilities
for young people including
a gym, music room and relaxation area .”
Karen Jackson, the firms
C.E.O said “It was an amazing day. All the teams taking
part immersed themselves
in raising as much money as
possible for such a worthwhile cause. Many employees at the firm have
personal experiences of the
unbelievable work that the
hospital does for patients, in
particular the work it does
for teenagers and young
adults. Christies is an incredibly special charity and we
are delighted to have been
able to support them in
such an wonderful and
unique way”.
Johnny Corris, Head of Online Marketing commented
on his experience of the
day, “To be involved in this
once in a lifetime fundraising event was a true privilege. To use the dressing
room and walk out of the

Hat’s the way to do it

tunnel in front of the Stretford End was breath-taking
and an experience not
many can say they have
had. The Christie hospital
does such an important job
and I was so grateful to be
involved with the charity.”
The Roberts Jackson team
enjoyed a slight bit of success on the day drawing
two matches, losing two
and finished the tournament strong with a very
convincing 3-0 victory.
The firm would like to thank
everyone who made the
day possible namely The
Christie and Manchester
United Football Club but
also to everyone who
turned up to make this
event such an amazing success.
The final surprise for
Jackson
was
Roberts
footage appearing on BBC’s
North West Tonight which
can be found here
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplay
er/episode/b0440350/north
-west-tonight-21052014
For more information on
how you can get involved
for raising funds for The
Christie please visit their
website
here
http://www.christie.nhs.uk/

Staff at Stephensons Solicitors LLP, the Wigan Metropolitan
Development
Company and many other
businesses at Wigan Investment Centre (pictured) have helped to raise
£207.01 for the brain injury charity, Headway, by
creating and wearing hats
for the charity’s annual
Hats for Headway day.
The day is held each year as
part of the National Action
for Brain Injury week, which
raises funds and awareness
of brain injured survivors.
This year, Stephensons’ Clinical Negligence team, which
is based at the Wigan Investment Centre, commandeered the support of the
other businesses in the
building, to make even
more people aware of the
charity.
A competition was held to
choose the top three hats,
(pictured) with prizes, while

the staff also paid to dress
down for the day. The Wigan
Metropolitan Development
Company also provided a
hog roast lunch for all businesses, from which 50% of
the ticket sales were donated to Headway.
The winning hat was made
by Kirsty Waite from Wigan
Metropolitan Development
Company, with Rebecca
Fairclough and Nicola Hamblett from Stephensons in
second and third place.
Kirsty’s winning hat was a
brain made from decorator’s
caulk and wrapped in a protective bandage. Rebecca’s
hat was a stunning garden
scene while Nicola created a
butterfly-adorned hat.
Stephensons’ Clinical Negligence and Personal Injury
departments act for people
who have been affected by
life-changing brain injuries
on a daily basis.
Judith

ham, partner and head of
Clinical Negligence at
Stephensons, said: “I am
proud of the efforts the
team has gone to, to take
part in Hats for Headway
day. Everyone at Stephensons, and across the Wigan
Investment Centre, has got
into the spirit of the day and
we hope our joint fundraising efforts will go some way
to helping Headway to support survivors of brain injury.
Sue Brown from Headway,
judged the top three hats.
She said: “Thank you to all at
the Investment Centre for
supporting the vital work
that Headway does. There
were so many fantastic entries and we could tell everyone put in so much effort.
All the hard work in raising
the money today will go towards helping the drop in
sessions we offer people in
Ashton, Wigan and Leigh to
continue.”

Thomas-Whitting-

Mother and Daughters amazing 5k Race for Life
Tarlun Ahari from Caernarfon, along with her mother
Maryam, have completed
the 5K Race for Life. Tarlun
took part in the race along
with her mother and a
large group of friends and
family at the 5k event organised by Cancer Research UK.

Send your charity & CSR events to
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
The deadline for the August
edition of The Messenger is
10th July 2014

Tarlun, who works as a Litigation Executive at Roberts
Jackson Solicitors in Wilmslow and her mother had a
very important and personal
reason for running at the 5k
event. Tarlun explained “My
maternal
grandmother
fought breast cancer around
15 years ago and was given
the all clear, however recently she has been diagnosed again and is receiving
further treatment. I have always been inspired by the
positive message that Race
for Life provides and as a
group we wanted to do
something equally as positive for my grandmother”.
Race for Life is the largest
woman-only fundraising
campaign. It is run by Cancer Research UK with all proceeds raised going towards
combating breast cancer in

The group just after running the event. [From right to left)]
Far right is Tarlun next to her mother Maryam, with their friend and
neighbour Jane, their friend Raji and Karen, along with Daisy –
Raji’s Sister and Katy who works at Maryam’s Beauty Salon.
the UK. Multiple events take
place up and down the UK,
with many competitors running in multiple races to
beat their time.
Tarlun finished the 5k race in
the in under 25 minutes, this
excellent time meant she
placed in the top 10 of all
the runners at Caernarfon.
Tarlun along with her friends
and relatives were able to
raise an impressive £400
only slightly off their target
of £500. Their fund raising

will contribute towards Cancer Research UK’s target of
£800,000. A target that if
reached, will help greatly in
improving the lives of those
effected by breast cancer.
To find out more information about Cancer Research UK and the great
work they do, visit:
www.cancerresearchuk.or
g/ or to find out about a
Race for Life event in your
area visit: www.raceforlife.cancerresearchuk.org/
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Professional Profile
In this edition Julia Baskerville talks to Dolores Evelyn,
Sales Director of Eclipse Legal Systems...
Dolores Evelyn started her
working life as a legal secretary before embarking
on a career in supplying
law firms with software
which now spans 30 years.
In 1984 Dolores started
working for Leeds-based
Law Data Systems as part of
the sales team. She recalls
that there was so much
equipment to show the
client how the system
worked she had to hire a
van. Dolores says “At the
time many firms were still
using typewriters and some
were unconvinced that technology in law firms would
ever take off! It was initially
very difficult to get some
firms to make the change to
word processors. I like to
think that I was at the start of
the law firm technological
revolution.”
A chance meeting with an
old colleague, Steve Ough
led to him inviting Dolores
and her husband Russell to
join Eclipse - but there was a
problem - he couldn’t afford
to pay them. Despite this
they agreed and worked ini-

tially on a commission only
basis. Dolores says “It was a
bit of a gamble and we
started out with just 4 staff,
now we have over 150. Our
faith in Steve and his plans
for Eclipse was well founded
and two years later Russell
and I became shareholders.”
Dolores is now the Sales Director with Eclipse Legal Systems, a leading provider of
Case Management, Practice
Management, Matter Management and Process Management Software. She leads
a team of account managers,
sales executives and telesales.
Proclaim solution is in use by
over 20,000 professionals in
700 law firms across a wide
range of sectors, incorporating legal, Alternative Business Structures, commercial,
Government and charitable.
It is also used by law firms in
Zambia, Australia, Geneva,
Latvia and Gibraltar. Proclaim, which can integrate
file management, document
management, workflow, reporting, accounting, time
recording, task and diary

functions is used by a wide
range of law firms, from national heavyweights, such as
Eversheds and Co-operative
Legal Services through to
small firms and sole practitioners and within the legal
departments of large organisations, such as Carillion and
LV.
Dolores believes that their
key to success has been their
levels of customer service.
She says “we always try to
overdeliver and this has become the ethos of our business. We also value our staff
and 70 of us have just returned from a weekend in
Ibiza. This is something we

have done for the past 15
years and is a great way of incentivising and rewarding
our hardworking team. We
have expanded around 20%
year on year and want this to
continue. We want to be the
first port of call for law firms.”
Dolores and Russell have
two daughters, Hannah 24
and Eden 18. Dolores and
Russell are keen wakeboarders and snowboarders and
have a boat on Loch Ken in
Scotland. They also enjoy
travel and many years ago
spent a whole year driving
through the USA and ended
up in Las Vegas where they
tied the knot.

Regulation Update
continued from page 5
unless they can bring it within the Part XX exemption. The
Law Society recently released the practice note Consumer
Credit Legislation which is a good starting point for anyone
wanting to swat up on their general knowledge.
A point to make, and this has been reiterated by the SRA
and now again in the Law Society practice note, is that those
firms with interim permission need to be alive to the fact
that once they get full authorisation from the FCA they lose
any entitlement to rely on the Part XX exemption. This is because a firm cannot be both authorised by the FCA and exempt from authorisation at the same time. Why does this
matter? It matters because a firm will be authorised by the
FCA according to certain categories of activity it carries out
so the licence needs to cover all relevant categories of work.
You cannot, for example, have permission to carry out debt
collection and then allow your fee earners to undertake insurance mediation activities on an ad hoc basis without the
relevant permissions. This means that FCA-authorised law
firms need to be fully aware of the types of activities undertaken by fee earners and not have any “grey” areas.
File Closure
The fourth practice note recently published is File closure
management which sets out best practice when it comes to
closing a file and how your policy and procedures in this regard can assist you with satisfying the outcomes in Chapter 7 of the SRA Handbook (Management of your business).
It is worth taking a few moments to read the note alongside
your file closing and archiving policy to make sure that you
have addressed the key points.
And finally…
The SRA has obviously not wanted to be out-done by the
Law Society as it has also published a guidance note on the
drafting and preparation of wills – a must read for COLPs
and all those working in this area.
Michelle Garlick
Chair
Manchester Law Society Regulatory Affairs Committee
Weightmans LLP

Ethos Forensics offer independent forensic consultancy and expert witness services. We specialise in body fluids evidence including
blood pattern analysis, DNA profiling interpretation including mixtures and Low Template DNA techniques, textile damage assessment,
sexual offences casework, cold case reviews and quality systems in forensic science. Ethos Forensics provide the following services:
l Forensic consultation in relation to DNA and body fluids evidence
l Expert witness services for prosecution or defence, including case review, reinterpretation of evidence and provision of expert

testimony at court
l Training and guest lecturing services in forensic awareness, DNA profiling, sexual offences investigation, case assessment and
interpretation, forensic quality systems or bespoke courses to meet your requirements. Courses are suitable for all audiences
including legal professionals, law enforcement personnel, medical practitioners, forensic experts, students or other interested
parties
l Quality systems consultancy to ISO 17025:2005, laboratory auditing services and quality investigations
l Scientific article writing

Contact us to discuss your requirements or for a free initial consultation.

07796 546 224
sue.carney@ethosforensics.com
www.ethosforensics.com
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Mills & Reeve’s Kathryn steps up to
take the chair

MMU students enter the Dragons’ Den
entrepreneur event

Kathryn Graham, a consultant in the Manchester
office of leading national
law firm Mills & Reeve has
been appointed chair of
the Manchester branch of
the Society of Trusts and
Estates
Practitioners
(STEP).

Business students at Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU) have been
grilled and interrogated
about their unique business ideas in scenes reminiscent of the BBC1 show,
Dragons’ Den.
Several local business-people gave their time to the
project, which saw students
who are currently in their
final year of studying Business Management and general
business-related
programmes at the MMU,
present their ideas to the
panel.

The Manchester branch is
one of the largest in England. Its members come
from the legal, accountancy
and financial services sectors all of whom have a
wide range of experience
and expertise.
Kathryn who is a consultant
in the private wealth team
said: “I am delighted to take
on the role of chair and am
looking forward to continuing the good work of the
branch in the region.”

Legacy MC launches to offer business
solutions to PI professionals
A new business has
launched in the North
West to offer solutions to
those affected by recent
personal injury litigation
reforms.

Over one hundred students
participated in the overall
Young Enterprise scheme,
with 30 taking part in the
Dragons’ Den final. The winning team was Bio Balm,
who created a business to
business marketing strategy
which
impressed
the
judges.
Mike Devlin, managing
partner of the Family department at Stephensons
Solicitors LLP, took the role
of lead ‘dragon’, supported

by Robert Moss from DAC
Beachcroft LLP, Sham Abul
of Enterprise Rent-a-car,
Richard Roycroft from the
Manchester Evening News
and Lee McAteer of Americamp.
Mike Devlin from Stephensons, said: “The event was a
great success and demonstrated the capabilities of
undergraduates here in
Manchester. These students
are the entrepreneurs and
business-people of the future and I look forward to
following their progress as
they complete their studies
and venture into the working world.”
David Taylor, principal lecturer in Entrepreneurship at
Manchester Metropolitan
University, said: “It is a privilege to be associated with
the Young Enterprise Dragons’ Den finale that celebrates
the
greatest
entrepreneurial talent in the
MMU business school.
“These young dynamic entrepreneurs were grilled by
distinguished experts from

the world of business ably
led by Mike Devlin from
Stephensons, who forensically dissected the business
cases. All the Young Enterprise finalists benefitted
from the encounter with the
dragons, but the team that
emerged victorious from
the dragons' lair were Bio
Balm, whose impressive
business-to-business marketing strategy melted the
dragons' steely resolve.
“The Roseman Moyo award,
in recognition of the most
entrepreneurial team, was
presented by Mike Devlin to
the MD of Bio Balm, Liz
Poltawski, who also shared
the individual entrepreneurial spark award with
Kirsty Cooper of WE GO student magazine.
“I would like to congratulate
the teams involved in this
initiative and to the dragons
who played a significant
part in developing students'
employability and enterprising skills. These events
help in their own small way
to feed the region’s entrepreneurial spirit.”

Legacy Management and
Capital
(Legacy
MC),
headed up by chartered accountant David Swaden
and legal Industry expert,
Ian Carter has been set up
as a business advice service
for litigation firms which
want to manage an exit
process from PI.
David Swaden, managing
director, said: “The Jackson
reforms affected both commercial litigation and personal injury firms and have
left some companies facing
a dilemma around what the
next best steps are for them.
Legacy MC is a professional
business management solution provider and we can
offer advice for those looking for a quick, controlled
solution. We’d advise anyone considering their op-

David Swaden and Ian Carter
tions to take action as early
as possible and to get in
touch with us.
“We have 25 years of industry experience behind us
and know that seeking early
advice is key when it comes
to business planning.
Legacy MC is in a position to
be able to resolve any issues
for those who are looking
for an early withdrawal from
the PI market, both dis-

creetly and competently.”
The business is supported
by a team offering complementary expertise that includes; day-to-day practice
management, HR, profit
and value analysis, risk management, compliance, tax,
commercial mediation, operational systems and controls
and
practice
management systems.

The deadline for the August
edition of The Messenger is
10th July 2014
send your stories to
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

The Dragons (front) with the participating MMU students

Call: 01392 423607
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West Coast Investors launches in the North West
West Coast Investors,
which seeks to introduce
potential private investors
and successful entrepreneurs to businesses needing funding and business
experience, launched on
20 May. 50 people attended the launch event,
including a substantial
number of high net worth
investors companies who
were attending with a view
to becoming part of the investor group.
The launch day began with a
breakfast at 60 Hope Street
hosted by Professional Liverpool in conjunction with the
University of Liverpool. Attending the breakfast on the
invitation of Brabners and
Brabners Stuart were angels,
fund managers and other
financiers, wealth and portfolio managers, universities
and business growth facilitators from Liverpool Science
Park and Sci-Tech Daresbury.
The participants discussed
West Coast Investors and the
legacy of the UKBAA Investment Summit and Awards
Gala Dinner being held in
Liverpool on 1-2 July 2014 as
part of the International Festival for Business. Guests
were joined by speaker
Jenny Tooth, CEO of UKBAA,
who shared her vision and

hopes for the two-day summit.
The actual launch on the
evening of 20 May in Liverpool brought together angel
investors, investee companies and the West Coast Investors
partnering
organisations. As well as informal discussions between
the guests over a glass of
wine, a succession of speakers provided a variety of insights and perspectives on
angel investing.
Attendees heard from
speakers including Jenny
Tooth, CEO of UK Business
Angels Association, who
gave the audience an
overview of the angel market place; Mark Basnett of
Liverpool LEP, who spoke
about the local outlook for
angels; and experienced
angel investor Nick Owen
who talked about his experiences as an angel over the
past two decades. Joint
speakers Mike Norris and
Kayer Raghavan discussed
the benefits of an angel to
the investee company and
the role of a lead angel; and
Neil Campbell, CEO of Mosaigen, spoke about harvesting and deal creation for the
benefit of the investor.

Other speakers included
David Owen, Director at Investec; Steve Charnock, Director at Seneca Partners
and Murray Dalziel from the
University of Liverpool.
Law firm Brabners and corporate finance firm Brabners
Stuart have initiated the formation and launch of the
network in collaboration
with the Liverpool LEP. Partnering organisations from
whom an advisory board
shall be formed, include
Merseyside Special Investment Fund, Investec, Spark
Impact, Seneca and Acceleris
Corporate Ventures, University of Liverpool and Liverpool John Moores University.
It is the aim of Brabners and
Brabners Stuart that West
Coast Investors shall remain
as a long term legacy of the
International Festival for
Business, an institution in
the public realm that can
help to generate, attract and
sustain high growth innovative businesses to the region
making best use of the regions private wealth and experience.
There has been substantial
support from the UK Business Angels Association for
the project.

Mark Rathbone - Brabners, Jenny Tooth - UKBAA, Steve Stuart - Brabners
Mark Rathbone, Corporate
Partner at Brabners said: “We
have been working for the
last couple of years with our
partnering organisations
and are very excited to have
finally launched West Coast
Investors now. Our focus has
been to try to build the
ecosystem that can help to
sustain a healthy investor
engagement in order to attract the investment of time
and money of our successful
entrepreneurs into our regional businesses. With the

permanent
structural
changes to the funding climate directing funding decisions away from newer,
riskier business, coupled
with the need in Liverpool to
build the numbers of quality,
innovative SMEs, it is of great
importance to the region
that we can maximise funding from alternative sources
and provide greater support
for our budding entrepreneurs from those that have
been there and done that
before.”

Steve Stuart of Brabners Stuart added: “As ERDF support
to SMEs begins to dwindle it
is important the local market
place wakes up to the various other forms of finance.
Liverpool, starting from a
low base, records the fastest
growing city economy in the
UK, outside of London, since
2008. It is imperative that
SMEs have access to the appropriate capital to ensure
this growth continues into
the foreseeable future.”
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Feature
that scheme on their behalf.
What was the case about?
The appellant was a junior equity partner in a London based law firm, Clyde & Co LLP, and
was on secondment to a firm in Tanzania as part of a joint venture arrangement. As a junior equity member, the appellant received a profit-related element of remuneration, and a
guaranteed level of remuneration.
The appellant reported to Clyde & Co LLP that the managing partner of the Tanzania firm
has been involved in money laundering and paying bribes to secure work. The appellant
was subsequently expelled from the LLP and brought claims in the Employment Tribunal
which included an assertion that she had suffered detriment due to raising a “protected disclosure”, contrary to s47B ERA. As a preliminary argument, Clyde & Co LLP resisted the claim
on the basis that the appellant was an LLP member and therefore did not satisfy the definition of “worker” for the purposes of bringing her whistleblowing claim.

workers, this being consistent with the general policy of ensuring that malpractice is exposed wherever possible, which underlies the whistle blowing provisions.
What action should I be taking in response to this decision?
Issue

Relevant documents

Whisteblowing
protection

LLP agreement
Whistleblowing policy

- Update your internal whistleblowing procedure to cover LLP members.
-Train LLP members to ensure compliance with
your whistleblowing procedure.
- Take LLP members’ concerns seriously if they
report malpractice at work, and ensure they are
dealt with properly by reference to your
whistleblowing policy.
- Document genuine business reasons for any
decisions made in respect of the LLP members,
particularly those that could be regarded as
detrimental e.g. downgrading of profit share.

Auto-enrolment

LLP agreement
Information letters issued to staff re: autoenrolment

-Speak to your pension provider and consider
pension arrangements for LLP members.
- Auto-enrol eligible LLP members and provide
the required information to them, including in
relation to opting out
-Update your LLP Agreement to address autoenrolment requirements

Holiday pay

LLP agreement

- Update your LLP agreement to provide for accrual of holiday and payment in lieu of holiday
on retirement

Unlawful deduc- LLP agreement
tions from wages

- Insert “clawback” provisions into your LLP
agreement to ensure they give you the right to
make authorised deductions from amounts due
to each LLP member.

Limit on working Opt out agreements
time

- Ask LLP members to opt out of the 48 hour
working week limit. If they do not, monitor and
keep a record of hours worked, as you would for
other members of staff.

What did the Supreme Court say?
The case recently reached the Supreme Court after various stages of appeal.
The Supreme Court considered whether the definition of worker was underpinned by the
notion of one party being subordinate to the other, as the Court of Appeal had supposed.
The Court of Appeal had previously held that an LLP member could not be regarded as a
“worker”, because partners in an LLP were in a contractual relationship with one another
in a joint venture, and so each partner would effectively have to be employed by himself:
he would be both a workman and employer, which the Court of Appeal said was a legal impossibility.
Lady Hale, delivering the leading Judgment, stated that the wording of s230(3)(b) ERA 1996
did not require the concept of “subordination” to be present in order to classify a person as
a “worker”: its presence (or absence), whilst indicative, would not always be a determinative
factor of worker status. At paragraph 39 of the Judgment Lade Hale concluded that: “As the
case of the controlling shareholder in a company who is also employed as chief executive
shows, one can effectively be one’s own boss and still be a “worker”. While subordination
may sometimes be an aid to distinguishing workers from other self-employed people, it not
a freestanding and universal characteristic of being a worker”.
As subordination was not, in the Supreme Court’s view, an essential ingredient to the definition of a worker, the Supreme Court agreed with the appellant that she fell within the
express wording of section 230(3)(b) and was thus a “worker”: the appellant worked under
a contract to perform work or services personally for the LLP (i.e. she could not market her
services as a solicitor to anyone other than the LLP), she was an integral part of the LLP’s
business and the LLP was not her client or customer. Consequently, she was entitled to pursue her whistleblowing claims against the LLP, as a worker under s230(3)(b).
Lady Hale hinted at public policy arguments in favour of the finding that LLP members were

Action

For further assistance in relation to the issues raised in this article, including updating your LLP Agreement, please contact Rachael Kirkup on 0161 836 8800 or at
rachael.kirkup@brabners.com
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“Right to be Forgotten” 1 “Right to Know” 0
Nick McAleenan comments on the Court of
Justice of the European Union’s recent
internet law decision.
Have you ever searched
for your name on Google?
Come on, everyone’s done
it!
Given the choice,
would you have any
search results removed?
Maybe a link to an embarrassing
photograph?
Maybe something more
serious?
In the recent Google Spain
case, the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU)
decided that an individual
(or “data subject”) is entitled
to request the removal of
search engine links to websites containing information
about
him
or
her.
The focus is on information
which has become “inadequate, irrelevant or excessive”, “not kept up to date”,
or “kept for longer than is
necessary”.
Suffice to say that the decision has “created an earthquake” (© Mr N Farage Esq)
in the online world.
The court has effectively
decided to play fairy godmother to the prayers of
people seeking to manage
their online reputation, and
this has a huge impact on
“internet freedom”.
Did the court make the
right decision?
The CJEU’s rulings about
whether European data protection law should apply to
search engines (yes) and
whether it should apply to
non-EU search engines with
subsidiaries in the EU (yes,

too) are understandable, if
not uncontroversial.
You can certainly understand why the CJEU decided that Google was
“processing” and “controlling” data for data protection purposes.
Google plays a significant
role in flagging information
about individuals which an
internet user would not find
independently. It is not
merely “an intermediary” in
the information gathering
process. Equally, as far as
the decision regarding territorial scope of the data protection rules goes, the
CJEU’s decision reflects an
apparent political will
within Europe to make the
likes of Google, and other
US corporate giants, much
more accountable for their
European activities.
However, the CJEU’s decision regarding the “right to
be forgotten” is more problematic.
The judgment emphasises
the need to balance the
data subject’s right to private life and protection of
personal data with the
rights of other internet
users, but says that an individual’s rights will generally
prevail.
The judgment qualified this
by saying that the balance
will depend on the nature of
the information concerned,
its sensitivity for the individ-

ual’s private life and the role
played by the individual in
public life. However, unfortunately, the CJEU seems to
have basically ignored the
right to freedom of expression (Article 11 in the EU
Charter) and the European
Court of Human Rights’ decisions regarding the balance between privacy and
freedom of expression.
From a practical perspective, the ruling raises more
questions than it answers.
How exactly should the
competing rights be balanced in a particular case?
When is personal data no
longer “relevant”? When will
there be a public interest in
maintaining a link?
Clearly, the CJEU’s decision
is the outcome Google must
have
been
dreading.
The company is now faced
with the logistical nightmare of dealing with a
tsunami of requests for
search results to be removed. Google has said
that it is considering how
best to comply with the decision. It remains to be seen
whether they will simply remove links rather than
bother entering into disputes with complainants.
Like it or not, Google plays
an important role in the way
our society obtains information and shares ideas. It has
the power to shape the
choices we make in our personal and private lives.
The potential impact of the

SRA contact numbers change
The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) changed some key telephone numbers on
Thursday 5 June.
Details for the Contact Centre, Professional Ethics and confidential reporting line Red
Alert will change, dropping the "08" at the start and instead using "03". Anyone using
the "08" numbers will hear a message advising them to redial using the "03" prefix.
This message will remain in place for the foreseeable future.
The new numbers will therefore be:
Contact Centre: 0370 606 2555
Professional Ethics helpline: 0370 606 2577
Red Alert: 0345 850 0999
Firms that have the SRA's contact details on their website should ensure the new versions are displayed. Firms that have existing printed materials carrying the SRA's contact details can continue to use them as the re-direct message will be in place.
However, any new printing should use the new numbers.
The change is being made so that the SRA complies with European Union Consumer
Rights Directive 2011/83/EC. Under the Directive, calls to customer helplines must be
charged at no more than the basic rate.
Charges for calling "03" numbers are the same as for calls made to standard UK landline phone numbers. Calls to "03" numbers are also included in mobile phone call
packages in the same way regular landline numbers are.

court’s decision is therefore
huge.
It challenges
Google’s mission: “to organise the world’s information
and make it universally accessible and useful”.
What next? Firstly, we can
expect to see litigation in
the EU concerning removal
requests
provided
to
Google and other search
engines. Secondly, the proposed General Data Protection Regulation is currently
being negotiated in the EU.
You can bet that the US
search engines will be lobbying hard for some kind of
reversal or restriction of the
Google Spain judgment.
Thirdly, other websites with
search functions (eg social
media platforms?) will be
considering whether or not
they might be next in the
CJEU’s firing line.
Nick McAleenan, Media
and
Communications
lawyer, JMW Solicitors LLP

“Update: Since writing this note, Google have now introduced an online mechanism for users to request the removal of links pursuant to the “right to be forgotten”
judgment.
There is an online form at:
https://support.google.com/legal/contact/lr_eudpa?pr
oduct=websearch&hl=en
According to Google, it will “assess each individual request and attempt to balance the privacy rights of the
individual with the public’s right to know and distribute
information”.
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Women in Law
DWF LLP, the national business law firm with some of
the most spectacular offices
in Manchester, was the perfect place to host and sponsor the event on their
impressive client floor. The
event took place on 3 June
2014. There were canapés,
wine and soft drinks on offer
as well as the usual nibbles
and snacks.
When Raana Afsarpour,
MTSG Chair, and I first discussed an event for the
Manchester Trainee Solicitors Group centring on
successful female lawyers
and how they made their
mark in the legal world, we
did not anticipate how
popular and successful
that event would turn out
to be.
It goes without saying that
aspiring and junior lawyers
(male and female alike I
might add), are always seeking tips on how to have a
successful and long career
and so it should not have
been too surprising that the
event was sold out in record
time.

On the panel was some of
the most successful female
lawyers in the country
namely Amanda McCalister
(Partner and Head of Family
Law at Slater & Gordon); Joy
Kinglsey (Senior Partner at
JMW, previously Managing
Partner at Pannone); Catherine Leech (Partner at Pannone part of Slater & Gordon
and 2013 winner of the Solicitor of the Year Award);
and Kerren Daly (Partner and
Head of DWF’s Education
Sector).
As well as light hearted chatter about being from Wigan;
being mistaken for a Grecian
baby boy; and how being
different isn’t something you
should be embarrassed

about, the panel gave the
room a rare insight into their
legal careers and the experiences that made them who
they are today.
Top tips for being successful
ranged from always maintaining a professional demeanour, to power dressing
and respecting yourself as
otherwise you will ultimately
lose the respect of your
clients and colleagues. Kerren suggested that clothes
shopping for smart work attire was a necessity for any
young lawyer and I for one
was not going to argue with
her there. Other tips included networking anywhere you can and always
having a friendly smile
(along with some business
cards), even when you are
doing your supermarket
shop. These were top tips
given by Amanda who has
found that you can come
across clients in the most ordinary of places, including
the playground! Amanda
(and indeed all the panel)
advised that you simply
can't sit back and wait for
Clients to pick up the phone,
you have to get out there
and find them. This was a

DPS Software and LOASys deliver
speech recognition on the go
Users of LOASys’ and DPS
Software’s integrated solution are now able to perform
dictations straight from their
smartphones, from any location with or without Internet
access- be it their office,
court or home. The recent
advancement in the integration of the two productsvoice-recognition and case
management software- allows fee earners to complete
more work on the go, whilst
also decreasing the administrative burden usually associated
with
the
management of a case.
‘’Gone are the days when fee
earners wielded a simple set
of tools to do their jobs;
nowadays they use whatever device is most convenient at a particular time. With
smartphones gaining in
popularity, it seemed appropriate to us to make our software solutions in generaland this joint solution- in
particular mobile-friendly.‘’
comments Osman Ismail,
Managing Director at DPS
Software.
The integration between the
two products facilitates the
processing of dictations as
these are automatically transcribed by the LOASys voice
recognition solution and
saved as fully formatted Microsoft Word documents
against the required case or

matter in DPS’s case management system- Outlook
Office.
Users can select the required
template option configured
in DPS before dictating to
ensure that the final document has the correct format
and is auto-populated with
the correct information. The
final document can be edited at the end of the
process. Recordings can be
played in sync with the text
to verify the accuracy of the
transcription.
Available as a hosted desktop application, the solution
is provided as part of DPSCloud- DPS’s hosted IT platform- on a per user, per
month basis, giving users
more flexibility in deciding
when to enable this option
and how to use it.
The LOASys voice recognition system is a valuable addition to the range of
software solutions available
through DPSCloud, a platform which provides legal
businesses with all the standard and specialist applications they need, from
anti-virus software to legal
accounting systems.
Terry Elwell, Managing Director at LOASys said: “ LOASys
provides law firms with a
time and cost-efficient way

piece of advice left ringing in
many ears, and rightly so.
The attendees also heard
from Joy Kingsley, who advised students and trainees
not to settle for a department you do not want and
cannot see yourself having a
lasting career in. She advised
attendees to be patient and
warned them not to be
afraid to look elsewhere.
Cathy wisely advised that
you can achieve a lot in your
career by the sheer will to
make things happen, which
was definitely inspiring to

Bivonas, a City-based law
firm specialising in commercial litigation and civil fraud
are one of DPS ‘s clients
making use of this joint solution to release their staff
from time-consuming typing duties, reduce costs and
speed up the processing of
cases.
A video of the solution in action can be watched here.

It was evident that each
member of the panel had
different experiences about
being a female lawyer, with
some honestly admitting to
having faced barriers in their
career because they were female in what still remains a
male heavy profession especially at the top. This was re-

freshingly honest and attendees were blown away with
the comments, tips and experiences of all panel members with many attendees
commenting that the talk
was "inspirational", "fantastic" and "refreshing".
A big thank you on behalf of
myself, Raana and the delegates goes to DWF LLP,
Amanda, Joy, Cathy and Kerren for their support.
Helen Kanczes, DWF LLP
MTSG Committee Member
2013-14

Gorvins rises to UK call for
Dementia Friends
Gorvins Solicitors has met
the call of Public Health
England
and
the
Alzheimer’s Society to be a
friend to dementia sufferers.
As a national celebritybacked
TV
campaign
launched to find a million
‘Dementia Friends’ by 2015,
Associate Solicitor Tasoula
Crosby, Consultant Moira
Percival and a team from the
firm’s Wills, Trust and Probate
team are leading the way in
Stockport.

to produce non-standard
documents and this new integration with DPS gives
users this capability from
within their case management system. Attendance
notes, statements, contracts
etc., as well as correspondence, can be dictated and
returned to the author often
within seconds.”

many. Cathy also confirmed
that it is not just enough to
be a good lawyer in this legal
market, you must also be a
good business woman and
be always on the lookout for
business opportunities.

Dementia is one of the
biggest health issues in the
UK with over 670,000 people
currently living with the condition.
“Some of those are either
our direct clients or family
members caring for relatives
with dementia,” explained
Tasoula, “so for us this was an
important thing to do, and
do quickly. Understanding
dementia is a crucial part of
being able to meet our
clients’ legal needs in the
right way.”
Tasoula and Moira attended
a full-day training session
where they learnt more
about the condition and
how to deliver the same information to others.
Tasoula said: “We met all
sorts of interesting people
on the course, some who

Tasoula Crosby & Moira Percival
had decided to do it because
they were looking after sufferers at home or had experience of it at work.
“The course explained the
different aspects of dementia in a really good, interactive way using games and
everyday language. It made
me realise how easily people
with dementia can be misunderstood and how it affects people in different
ways and at different stages.”
The illness is known to be
hugely alienating as people
struggle with short term
memory and, as a result, can
start to lose their way and
their friends, who don't understand the situation or
how to deal with it.
The Gorvins team not only
became Dementia Friends
they became ‘Champions’ as
well.
“That

means

we

are

equipped to educate colleagues in the firm, our
clients and other people, “explained Moira Percival. “The
aim is to create dementiafriendly communities where
people know about the challenges and are better placed
to help.”
Duncan Selbie, Chief Executive of Public Health England, says: "Until there's a
cure, friendship is the best
treatment we have for dementia."
A recent report highlighted
that 1 in 3 people over the
age of 65 will develop dementia in their lifetime.
Celebrities Eamonn Holmes,
Sam Bailey, Alesha Dixon,
Paul O’Grady and Amanda
Holden are all backing the
campaign.
To find out more visit
www.dementiafriends.org.uk.

Martyn Best is founder and CEO of Document Direct, a business that uses many different technologies to deliver typing, transcription and
document production services across a secure web-based environment. Document Direct can help improve any law firm improve efficiency
in their typing and document process, and also add significantly to their profitability.
In addition he comes across many complex areas of technology as he and his team integrate them into their processes. Here he gives some good tips and insights from his
experiences, and hopes that this will help demystify the scary world of IT.

efits - both in cost and management terms, and also in giving your team choice and
the opportunity to engage and contribute more to the business.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Any IT department should delight in the relief that BYOD brings to the capital and training budget, and whilst security is a clear danger, a few careful steps can help reduce
or mitigate this.

Wordsworth once voiced the evocative journey and feeling of wandering lonely as a
cloud, and ever since it seems that IT techies and geeks have hijacked this beautiful
poetry to bemuse and bamboozle us.
So what is cloud computing, and should I use it, you may well ask?
I personally think the term is rather misleading, and I actually believe if it had been
called “Rock Computing” we would all feel more comfortable; or in fact if it was actually called something like “Remote server and secure access to software” we would also
actually know what it was.
So, essentially “Cloud Computing” gives us a number of really good benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The removal of large and expensive servers from our local environment,
which usually reduces our capital expenditure and property infrastructure
costs.
The ability to scale up on an incremental basis
Typically, a more secure environment for our data
Much better ease of installing software and managing users
Usually much better remote access.

So – once we have that appreciation, we can then plan to see how we can integrate
cloud computing into our own and our client’s business.

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE
TO BRING OR NOT TO BRING, THAT IS CERTAINLY A QUESTION ?
We will have read as employers of the dangers of "Bring your own device" (BYOD) and
the reported looming demise of Blackberry, so how should we best manage mobile
devices within our business, and what are the security risks and the commercial benefits?
The smartphones that you and your employees use certainly have the capability and
capacity to also be used as good business tools, so it would be silly to ignore that.
There are of course real and perceived security issues but there are also significant ben-

The key issue is communication and the creation of a very clear policy. So, be clear about
what mobile devices are allowed, give guidance as to what software and apps should
be avoided and help people with their data usage and download practices.
Other elements which will help streamline your management of this will be ability for
users to be configured "over-the-air" and most devices now have this simple function.
Give advice on such matters as password protection, the regular changing of passwords,
and the avoidance of obvious ones.
It is of course vital that regular back-ups are taken, and these can very easily be done
as an automated routine, and of course the re-installing of such data on the replacement device is made much easier.
Ensure that you install the app Find My Phone which can of course be invaluable in
locating a lost phone or device and at the very worst scenario, can be used in performing the remote erasure of data.
On very strong balance therefore Bring Your Own Device is to be welcomed, with just
some small and sensible planning.

WE’RE UNDER ATTACK – or are we?
A very recent news article gave heightened awareness of the perennial issue of cyber
security:
‘Alarming news from the UK's National Crime Agency (NCA): you have "two weeks"
to protect yourself from a major cyber-threat.’ (BBC News Website)
This specific alert relates to two cyber-threats: “Gameover ZeuS” and “Cryptolocker”.
Both are potentially very dangerous threats that can steal passwords and encrypt data
making it useless.
Why these are of particular concern is that they are using a new method of attack which
makes them very difficult to detect by firewalls and security devices, therefore the risk
of infiltration is higher.
So here are five tips to reduce your chance of falling victim to a malicious attack.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do not open ANY email attachments unless you are 100% certain of the
sender and you were expecting the attachment.
Be extra vigilant when browsing the Internet, try not to visit sites that are
not for business use
Always try to keep software up to date with the latest security updates
Always use reputable antivirus software and make sure that it is kept up to
date
Make certain that all of your important files are backed up and that the
backup is kept safe

If you’d like to discuss any of the above points, or find out about how
Document Direct can help your practice feel free to contact Martyn
at martyn.best@documentdirect.co.uk
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Management Matters
This column is now into its fifth year and feedback is still good. We would still like to receive observations and ideas for future
issues. Please mail Bill Kirby at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com or the publisher Julia Baskerville at
j.baskerville@btconnect.com
Easing the Stress of Running a Law Firm
There are many stressed law firm partners out there at the
moment. Having initially done all of their studying and qualifying to practice law, live comfortably and do good they are
now faced with having to run a business with all of the
stresses that involves.
Initially revelling in the role of an owner manager there was
a degree of job satisfaction, reward and work life balance –
now there are risks and pressures, unexpected roles of management and marketing to go alongside being a lawyer and
in many cases a shortage of required skills in the business
areas.
Following the Legal Services Bill in 2007 (Act 2010) coincidental with a recession that has lasted for six years the dynamics are completely different and even now not every
firm has adapted from being a law firm to a business that
dispenses law.
Despite guru predictions back in 2007 there are still 10,500
law firms but with a very different footprint – bigger firms
have got bigger, there are specialist firms for activities as diverse as conveyancing, PI and even employment and there
is a proliferation of break away small firms and businesses
offering a wide range of services – luckily for them they start
anew with fresh and affordable hosted IT. All this is despite
“Tesco Law” and ABS structures having an effect.
When all this started there were 8,500 law firms doing conveyancing this is now down to less than 5,000 so despite the
20% increase in conveyancing over the last 12 months many
forms have lost their bread and butter.
The other downside to the growth in conveyancing over the
last 12 months, especially where firms are not using the latest technology effectively has been a negative impact on
working capital, a decline in client satisfaction and open
hostility from estate agents and clients who demand speed
of process.
Immediate Demands and Actions Needed
Cash & Working Capital
Without doubt the biggest problem affecting law firms

today. It is all very well getting a boost from a growing market on paper – WIP growth – but if it is all locked up and not
being turned into cash it is the end. No longer are banks in
a position to just increase the overdraft as they are dealing
with other professionals.

larly with the use of warnings and triggers. Hosted IT should
also be a serious consideration as it enables a ticking of
boxes for business continuity, disaster recovery, data security let alone client confidence and it can be done without
capital outlay.

Partners in firms in some cases only start to see the seriousness of the situation when their drawings have to stop.
There is no excuse for this ostrich type of behaviour. The
whole working capital process has to be in place and operated with determination. Billing and cash collection targets
have to be taken seriously and not by just a few - responsibility has to be delegated to every fee earner. We still see
cases where WIP and outstanding debt will never be turned
into cash is not written off to keep the numbers looking ok
– we have to stop kidding ourselves.

IT

All firms need to get a process in place to regularly review
all matters and confirm realisable WIP and to forecast revenue and cash collection forward. All department heads
should be committing billing three months ahead as a minimum and forward to the end of a time period taking into
account expected results from business development activities.
How can you commit to recruitment and resourcing levels
without this knowledge – another massive shift in reality
over the last few years where we have to forecast activity
rather than assume because we have got a fee earner a certain amount of revenue will be generated.
Financing investment into say an IT project is quite acceptable, financing PII is about ok but we are really facing issues
if we are having to do it for VAT
Cost Reduction
This is a must and has to be a responsibility for all department heads. There is a key measure – GROSS PROFIT which
demonstrates the billing we achieve less the direct cost of
achieving it. This requires perpetual review of the business
process and the division of labour within departments.
Without adoption by everyone of the IT that is available this
cannot be achieved. Everyone in the department needs to
be trained, the department head needs to sign off the
process and all staff need to comply with the methodology.
I am afraid we cannot afford luddites or qualified lawyers
doing the same work as a paralegal. Our time recording
methodologies and billing methodologies must be very
slick again using available IT with more consideration given
to up front billing, billing on account and making sure bills
actually get out to clients. We cannot afford for them to be
in a lawyers drawer.
Just imagine taking 5 weeks rather than 8 weeks to process
a conveyancing. Billing and consequently gross and net
profit increases by nearly 50% in a month and we have a
massive improvement in cash flow.
Business Development
Cannot live without it now and it involves everyone in the
firm not just the traditional rain makers. Image and PR, digital media, networking, referrals and we have discussed this
on many occasions. Again however the business processes
are not in place and the culture (or the wrong culture) has
a dramatic impact on the success of the firm. Enquiries need
effective response, not non availability and poor handling. I
have ranted a great deal over this over the last 12 months,
Ian Cooper’s detailed study demonstrated it very clearly and
the Mystery Shopper report last month shows that there is
still a long way to go.
Compliance & Risk
What a pain this is. It takes up a great deal of time but again
with management, process and the use of IT can be turned
into a positive. It warrants a strategy all of its own and most
IT systems workflows can make this an easier task particu-

I am afraid taking more notice of IT is inevitable. We cannot
run our firm without its effective use. I know that many law
firm partners try to avoid meeting with their IT suppliers but
I am afraid this needs to happen with a very frank share of
business challenges and capabilities. This is not that easy in
a number of cases too. There has been consolidation
amongst the suppliers and some of these organisations like
Thomson Reuters, Lexis Nexis and Advanced Legal (Iris) and
even TFB now part of BT are becoming a little unwieldy and
unclear in translating their strategy to one that means
something real on the desktop to a law firm client. A number of the independents are thriving as a result of this.
An enhanced relationship with you IT supplier starts from
wanting the best return from IT investment and management that owns business performance and the help that IT
can bring.
We should be encouraging the vendor to understand the
business needs, make him responsible for advising of systems enhancements to aid business priorities. You also need
to make sure you have an account manager that is strong
and capable enough to interface with your own IT, Managing Partner and Department Heads. These sessions need to
be held on a regular basis with department heads who carry
the burden encouraged to be there. The vendor should be
regarded as a resource for the achievement of business objectives.
Management
We need to make sure overall of a major shift in style and
this will come from the line (department heads) owning
their accountability. Being measured and kept in their roles
only on the basis of success. We need to flush out managers
who don’t want to do it.
• Cost reduction – gross profit targets and the use
of process and management to achieve this
• Working capital – improved time recording,
billing, lock up and realisation
• Responsiveness to KPIs to have real time impact
• Owning business development for their team –
image, cross selling, marketing, responsiveness –
owning client experience.
• Owning their departments compliance
• Involve, train and delegate to staff to ensure
their contribution to objectives
Not all lawyers want this responsibility, most are not trained
to assume it. Honest discussions within the team about job
satisfaction, ambitions, plans go a long way to help.
Bill Kirby is a director of Professional Choice Consultancy offering advice to firms on business issues from
strategy, planning, business development, the effective
use of IT applications and IT hosting for compliance,
business continuity and DR. He can be contacted at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com
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MTSG News

MYSG News
Following on from our
Casino mixer, MYSG members had a great time at our
cupcake master class, displaying an surprising quality of cupcake decorating
skills. A massive thank you
goes to Anakin Seal for
sponsoring the event and to
‘HeyLittleCupcake!’ for providing some much needed
creative guidance and of
course, the cupcakes!
We are currently taking a
small break whilst the World
Cup is on, but upcoming
events to be announced
very soon include an exciting gin-tasting class, a specialist beer-tasting event, a
follow-up to our successful

beauty and fashion event,
and a ghost walk. We will
also be holding our traditional summer party, so
make sure to sign up to our
free
mailing
list
at
www.mysg.org.uk and look
out for details.
David Patterson &
Catherine Smith
MYSG Chairman &
Secretary
The MYSG has over 1,000
members and we invite
qualified solicitors up to 10
years PQE (excluding Partners) from in and around
Manchester to join our
group. We arrange social

events for solicitors, networking events with other professional groups in Manchester
including bankers, accountants and surveyors, educational and CPD seminars,
and other events which we
think will be of interest to our
members. Membership is
free and the costs of our
events are met by sponsors.
If you would like to join the
MYSG and you do not currently receive our emails,
please
email
us
at
info@mysg.org.uk, or contact
us through our website,
www.mysg.org.uk or via our
Facebook page, "Manchester
Lawyers".

On 3rd June DWF’s impressive offices were filled with
members, law students and
friends of the MTSG for the
immensely popular Women
in the Law event and what
an inspiring evening it was.
The event was greatly oversubscribed and with some
of Manchester’s finest female legal talent imparting
their wisdom, it’s not difficult to see why. Joy Kinglsey
of JMW, Amanda McAlister
of Slater & Gordon, Kerren
Daly of DWF and Catherine
Leech of Pannone made up
the formidable panel and
delegates were enlightened
and at times surprised by
their experiences and tips
for success.
For those who were unable
to attend due to event capacity, we’ve collated some
of the many tips below:

Four things you can learn from Google Analytics
Google Analytics is an invaluable tool for any business, providing a wealth of
information on how people
use and experience your
site.
Faced with so much data,
pinpointing and interpreting the right stats can be a
daunting prospect. Yet with
a little help from your marketing agency you can learn
all manner of things – here
are just four suggestions
that could inform your strategy.
How effective is your marketing?
Acquisition and Source metrics help you understand
how people accessed your
site, and whether that relates to your marketing activity. Does a spike in brand
searches correspond to an
offline or PR campaign? Are
your tweets attracting
clicks? When entering via an
email campaign, do visitors
engage or convert? Of
course, you can also monitor
the growth of your organic

or paid search traffic if you're
running an SEO or PPC campaign.
Where does your site need
to work?
The Audience report indicates which devices and
browsers people use to visit
your site. It is well worth verifying your site works properly on all of these,
particularly if a high bounce
rate or low visit duration
suggests there is a problem.
Consider also checking the
Location and City reports if
you are targeting various locations, or are wondering
which location to target
next.
What should you blog
about?
Every site should have a
blog – it's your chance to
share your insight and give
your brand a voice, and
what's more, attract traffic.
Use the Site Content data
and drill down to your blog
or news section to see which
posts have been most suc-

cessful; could you replicate
these topics in future? Is
there a strong call to action
on the top blogs to capitalise on their popularity?
Which pages should you
audit?
A high bounce rate or exit
rate can indicate a page is
not doing its job – these
pages could be audited to
make them more engaging,
to make the CTA more
prominent, or repair errors
that are driving visitors
away. If you have Site Search
enabled, this reveals what
visitors want to find when
they reach your site – perhaps signifying a new page
or a clearer navigation is
needed.
There is much more to
Google Analytics than X visitors per month. It offers
great ideas for future strategy, and transparency on
website performance –
which is why digital agencies swear by it.

You can download a PDF of the latest (and
archived) editions of
The Messenger at
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

1.Be yourself and when you
have an opportunity, give it
100%.
2. Don’t settle for a department you don’t want. If you
have to move firms, do it. If
you’re committed to your
development, it will work
for you.
3. You can achieve a lot just
by sheer will to make things
happen. It’s not enough to
be a great lawyer; look for
business development opportunities too.
4. With regards to prioritising your personal life, find a

balance that makes you
happy, because it will make
you a more effective lawyer.
5. Always dress one better
than your level. If you’re a
trainee, dress like an associate.
6. Keep up to date with
salaries in your sector and
go for interviews every year
to ensure yours is competitive.
7.Respect yourself and be
absolutely professional at all
times or you will lose the respect of your clients.
We are very grateful to all of
our speakers, who each received a bouquet of sunflowers and roses on the
night, as well as DWF for
their generosity in hosting
this unexpectedly controversial event. Whilst it highlighted differences in the
challenges faced specifically
by female lawyers across
legal sectors, we are pleased
to see that DWF were forward thinking enough to
provide the platform for this
event. See the full write up
in this month’s Messenger
including photographs of
the panel in action.
This month the money was
counted up from the most
recent charity effort for
Reuben’s Retreat and it’s official, the MTSG’s Great Manchester Run amassed more
than a thousand pounds.
This is a great achievement

and it was a particularly hot
day making the 10km run
even more gruelling. Well
done to everyone who took
part. Our Charities Secretary, Hannah Fletcher can
be seen in the photo below
crossing the finishing line!
We also have included a
photograph from our BCL
mixer with MYSG last
month.
Finally, the Summer Ball has
been confirmed for 18th
July and it will take place at
IWM North (Imperial War
Museum) sponsored by
Douglas Scott Recruitment,
Express Solicitors and Deans
Court Chambers. Tickets are
already in high demand so
don’t delay in purchasing
yours.
Next month the 2014/2015
election results will be upon
us so please make sure you
cast your vote!
Raana Afsarpour
Express Solicitors
Chair 2013/2014
The Manchester Trainee Solicitors Group provides social,
educational, sporting and
networking opportunities for
junior legal professionals in
and around Manchester. If
you would like to join us as a
paralegal,
prospective
trainee, trainee or newly
qualified solicitor, please visit
the ‘Join Us’ section of our
website: www.mtsg.org.uk

World War I
In the August edition we are including a feature
on Manchester Solicitors/Firms and staff who saw
action or in World War I. If any firm has any
information relating to their staff please contact:
Julia Baskerville on 01253 829431 or email
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

Meet the Experts
John Daly is a Chartered Quantity Surveyor with major Building & Civil Engineering projects experience since 1973.

Chartered Arbitrator, Panel Registered Adjudicator, Expert Witness
and Quantity Surveyor based in South West England.

He offers Party Representation services in Mediation, Adjudication,
Arbitration and Litigation.
For further information contact Contact: Mr John K Daly
Tel: 0117 911 6283
Fax: 01392 422980
Mobile: 07919 166 853
Email: johnkdaly@onetel.net
Website: www.johnkdaly.co.uk

Dr Ilan Lieberman
Consultant in Pain Medicine & Anaesthesia
Dr Lieberman is a Consultant in Pain Medicine working in the NHS and private practice.
He focuses on improving his patients’ quality of life and removing their pain.
He undertakes interventions in theatre and is the lead clinician for chronic pain
services in South Manchester. Dr Lieberma has a special interest in whiplash, nerve
pain, phantom pain, CRPS and chronic back pain.

Contact: Dr Ilan Lieberman or Secretary Mrs Helen Westall
Mobile: 0795 8388881 or 0773 4005205
Email: Helen.westall@me.com
Website: www.chronicpaincare.co.uk

John Daly has expertise as an Arbitrator, Adjudicator and as a Party Representative, Adviser
and Expert Witness in UK & International Arbitrations, Adjudication, Mediation and Litigation.
He has acted as Expert Witness both in UK and Internationally, and has been successful in
over 30 UK Adjudications of up to £40M in dispute.
Mr Daly has acted for clients, contractors and subcontractors in over 150 disputes, for ports,
harbours, airports, railways, highways, bridges, nuclear and decommissioning, military establishments and building developments.
He also has extensive projects experience as both Contractor and Consultant for Building,
Civil Engineering, Nuclear, Mechanical and Electrical Works throughout.
John Daly is a Member of the Society of Expert Witnesses, has lectured at UCE Faculty of
Construction and for the CIOB at Somerset College. He is also a regular speaker at Construction Dispute seminars and workshops throughout UK as well as the author of a number of
articles for the Construction Press on Contract & Risk matters.
Dr IIan Lieberman is a Consultant in Pain Medicine & Anaesthesia, based in South Manchester University Hospitals where he is the Director of the Multi-disciplinary Chronic Pain
Service. He sees and treats chronic non-malignant pain conditions on a daily basis both in
the NHS and Privately.
The types of pain condition he manages regularly includes whiplash, back pain, neck pain,
musculo-skeletal pain, neuropathic pain, complex regional pain syndromes (RSD), fibromyalgia, osteoarthritic pain, myofascial pain syndromes & post surgical pain problems.
Dr Lieberman is able to advise and report on all of these chronic pain conditions and undertakes domicillary consultations. He consults in Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool and London.
He is a Member of The Royal College of Anaesthesia, The British Pain Society and is a Fellow of the Faculty of Pain Medicine

Helen Westall c/o Bridgewater Hospital 120 Princess Rd Manchester M15 5AT
Area of work Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool and London
SRi Forensics is an independent e-forensics and image analysis company located in a secure
facility close to the legal district of Manchester. We provide a number of vital services to the
Criminal Justice system, both for the Prosecution and the Defence.
SRi Forensics is an essential resource when dealing with CCTV evidence, digital
imagery, photography and video.
SRi offers free impartial and confidential advice on the value of your imagery.

Our consultants are highly regarded in the fields of facial identification, video
enhancement, injury depiction and evidence presentation. SRi has a wealth of
experience in the judicial process specialising in the analysis of forensic images for
Police and the legal profession.

We write Expert Witness reports and statements as well as produce effective trial and
court presentation material.

Contact: Ray Evans
Tel: 0161 374 3306 Fax: 0161 374 3306
Mobile: 07796 697 920
Email: ray@sri-forensics.com Website: www.sri-forensics.com

Police forces have long recognised the power of CCTV as a crime-fighting tool and have increased their investment in this technology; consequently, the UK boasts the highest concentration of CCTV cameras in the world. SRi Forensics fulfils the requirement to analyse and
provide a credible opinion on the evidential usefulness of CCTV material for use in Facial Comparison (Facial Mapping) and Video enhancement and analysis cases.
The growing importance of digital presentation of evidence in court is now acknowledged as
an important time and cost saver by authorities such as the CPS and the SFO. Under the CPS
National Framework, SRi Forensics is a recognised provider of services to these authorities.
As one of the earliest adopters of digital technology, our experience has been gained through
years of working closely with the Criminal Justice System on some of the largest and most
high profile cases in the UK. We offer a full Electronic Presentation of Evidence (EPE) service
including; Courtroom Installations, Audio enhancement & analysis, Mobile Telephony & call
analysis.
All of our Forensic Solutions are supported by recognised expert witnesses with many years
experience of presenting their work in court.
Wayman is a family company with its origins in forensic collision investigation and vehicle examination.

Expert Collision Investigation and
Vehicle Examination

We provide Forensic Expert Witnesses to the legal community for both
criminal and civil instructions. We remove the stress from sourcing high
quality reliable experts. All our experts are hand picked ex Police Collision
Investigators, enabling you to relax in the knowledge that you have the best
and us to protect our reputation for quality, reliability and service.

Call FREE on 0800 334 5043
www.waymanexperts.com

They have built a reputation for professionalism in this small community and have consequently earned a large and loyal client database. Their work has branched out into other fields
such as Fleet Analysis for global logistics companies and auditing for major travel operators.
Wayman have recently broadened their expert witness list to encompass all road traffic law
expertise but, rather than charge headlong into recruiting any expert, they have remained
true to the values that have proven so successful in their Road Traffic Accident Investigation
work.
Wayman offer personal contact via their national head office which is designed to provide
stress free sourcing of Forensic Experts from their national network for clients who expect absolute reliability, quality and professionalism. Wayman also offer a free initial consultation and
a free telephone line.
Recent experts joining Wayman include Chris Palmer (Tachograph Analysis), Clive Gregory
(Fire Investigation) and Kevin Crookes (CCTV analysis).
Wayman are Law Society Approved Single Joint Expert Witnesses, listed on the Law Society
Directory of Expert Witnesses and the UK Register of Expert Witnesses.

Meet the Experts
Mr Wayne Crewe-Brown

Mr Wayne Crewe-Brown is a Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon specialising in Cataract and
Refractive Surgery and contracting to various clinics throughout the United Kingdom.

MB ChB, MMed (Ophth.), Certificate in Laser Eye Surgery
(Royal College of Ophthalmologists)

He has performed in the region of 40,000 laser vision correction procedures
(LASIK/LASEK/PRK); having experience in the laser eye surgery field for over 20 years. Prior
to moving to the UK, he was in private Ophthalmic practice in South Africa. This was essentially general in nature, cutting across all Ophthalmic disciplines including Paediatric,
Anterior Segment, Glaucoma, Retinal (Medical and Surgical) and Oculoplastic.

Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon specialising in Cataract
and Refractive Surgery and contracting to various clinics
throughout the United Kingdom.

Tel: 0161 832 8778
Mobile: 0791 228 7063
Email: medicolegaleye@gmail.com

Mr Crewe-Brown is competent to diagnose and treat conditions from all these disciplines.
Mr Crewe-Brown is a member of the British Medical Association (BMA) Royal Society of Medicine (RSM) United Kingdom and Ireland Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons
(UKISCRS) European Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons (ESCRS) American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons (ASCRS) American Academy of Ophthalmology
(AAO) International Society of Refractive Surgeons (ISRS) The Association for Research and
Vision in Ophthalmology (ARVO)

10 John Street, Manchester M3 4DY

Dr Prem Mahadun
Consultant General Adult Psychiatrist
MBBS, MSc Psychiatry, MRCPsych
Areas of expertise include:

Dr Prem Mahadun is a Consultant Psychiatrist, with dual accreditation in General Adult & Liaison Psychiatry . He has many years of wide ranging clinical experience in common and
complex mental illnesses, psychiatric emergencies, crisis management (psychosocial) and
application of Mental Health Act.

• Psychiatric complications of accidents and injury, including post traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), depression, anxiety, phobias, alcoholism, substance abuse and addiction.

Dr Prem Mahadun is widely published with articles in British Journal of Psychiatry, Clinical
Governance: An International Journal, Journal of Medical Case Reports and The Psychiatric
Bulletin.

• Assessment of mentally disordered oﬀenders, fitness to plead assessments, mental
capacity assessments, risk assessments, pre sentencing psychiatric reports and mental
health review tribunal reports.

Dr Prem Mahadun has a busy medico legal practice. He is a member of Society of Expert Witnesses. He routinely provides expert psychiatric reports for proceedings in criminal and civil
courts. The instructions he had dealt with include:

• Schizophrenia, depression, personality disorders, alcohol and substance misuse disorders,
stress related psychiatric problems, psychosexual medicine.
• Employment reports and negligence claims.

Tel: 01625 540325 Mobile: 07713 632 860

Civil Courts: Psychiatric injuries following clinical negligence, RTA, accident at work etc;
Liability & causation reports in medical negligence claims; expert reports for coroners’ court;
expert reports for regulatory bodies e.g. HCPC, employment tribunals and housing reports.
Criminal Courts: Diminished responsibility, assessment of mentally disordered offenders,
fitness to plead assessments, risk assessments, pre sentencing psychiatric reports.

30A Manchester Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1BG
Email: mahadun@gmail.com

Forensic Computer & Mobile Telephone Analyst

Aequitas Forensics Ltd carry out the forensic analysis of digital media including Computer hard drives, Mobile Telephones, Satellite Navigation systems, Memory sticks, MP3
players, CDs, DVDs and floppy diskettes. Can also assist in attribution reports and the
provision of cell site analysis.

A excellent turn around time of approx 4 to 6 weeks on Computer based cases, 1 -2
weeks on mobile telephone and all other media types.

In excess of 30 years forensic experience within the team with diverse knowledge of law and finance.

Contact Mr Glen Siddall on 0800 023 2083

Mobile: 0772 599 3306 (24 Hour) Email: glen@aequitasforensics.com
Website: www.aequitasforensics.com

Aequitas Forensics Ltd is an Expert Witness company offering services in the areas of Digital media, Cellsite Analysis, body fluids, DNA profiling and Firearm examinations. Our experts have in excess of 35 years of experience dealing with a vast range of case types which
have included murder & terrorism to complex fraud and drugs related investigations.
Our client base is a mix of Law Enforcement, Defence & Litigation solicitors and private industry. All Investigations are tailored to the requirements of the instructing party and will
be carried out in accordance with the current ACPO (Association of Chief Police Officers)
Guidelines.
We understand that late instructions are inevitable so we can remove the headache of arranging disclosure once instructed and contact the relevant parties on your behalf; once
we have been given permission to do so. We also offer free collection and return of all exhibits from any location within the UK reducing the likelihood of any issues at the CDS4
stage for legally aided cases.
Aequitas Forensics Ltd offer a 24 hour service which includes telephone advice where required.

Unit Red 003, The Sharp Project, Thorp Road, Manchester M40 5BJ

STEVE FLATT
Unit Director

Accredited member of the British Association of Behavioural
and Cognitive Psychotherapies, (BABCP).
Accredited member of the United Kingdom Council for
Psychotherapy (UKCP).

KEY AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Training related to CBT and evolutionary psychology
in mental disorders.
The psychological sequelae of road traffic accidents and accidents at work.
Coaching and mentoring of professional staff

T:0151 706 8163

E:info@psychological-therapies-unit.co.uk
W:www.psychological-therapies-unit.co.uk

Psychological Therapies Unit, 54 St James Street Liverpool L1 0AB

The Psychological Therapies Unit undertakes a wide range of work related to trauma
(including road traffic collisions), industrial injury and occupational health. They provide
medico-legal reports and assessments as well as therapy for both children and adults. The
core team includes clinical psychologists Dr Suzi Curtis, clinical lead and a researcher and
statistician with considerable experience, Steve Flatt, Unit Director, is a solution focused
practitioner and an accredited cognitive behaviour therapist and director of the unit. The
Unit has a further counsellors who undertake work for a wide range of mental health issues, particularly in occupational health. Other clinical psychologists are allied to our
service who specialise in the forensic and neurological sectors.
The clinical team are specialists in family matters including assessment and treatment of
a wide range of psychological issues relating to family matters including childhood
trauma.The Unit also works closely with a number of organisations including local military organisations seeing soldiers who have been injured or otherwise suffering as a result of battle. They also work with care agencies in the USA providing psychological
therapy for their operatives who are from the UK working in Iraq and Afghanistan. This
work also includes supporting partners and families who are affected by the injuries of returning combatants.
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Control Your Stress Hormones for a Better
Body and More Happiness

Lifestyle

Cortisol Graph 1 – first stage of stress hormone
dysfunction

Cortisol Graph 2 – long term failure to adapt, total
burnout

Re-balancing stress hormones through exercise, nutrition,
supplement and lifestyle protocols results in a better body,
more happiness, better performance at work, better personal
relationships, and an all round better quality of life.

three sixtyº Personal Training is based on Bridge St and is a
unique, private personal training gym dedicated to taking
care of Manchester’s busy professionals.

From an evolutionary standpoint, humans are not designed to
be consistently stressed (a chronic adaptive state). Unfortunately, modern life has different ideas, and the amount of
stress we’re subjected to every day is at odds with our human
design – with an often dire impact on body composition,
health, and happiness.
The hormonal fallout
The stress hormone cortisol is one of our major fat storage
hormones, and also has a direct relationship with blood sugar
and insulin. Have you ever noticed that you go for sugar or
carbs when stressed? It’s part of your hardwired evolutionary
response. Even worse, when you have elevated cortisol, you’ll
preferentially store that sugar as fat.
Stress hormones also directly impact on sleep, energy levels,
cognitive function, thyroid hormones and metabolism, male
and female hormonal health, and professional performance.
Stress hormone health also dictates your ability to handle
stress positively and take situations in your stride.
So what can we do?
Take a look at the graphs below, these are real results from
testing we have conducted with our clients (after vitamin D,
stress hormone profiling is our most recommended test).

Don’t forget though, that stress isn’t just about the 150 emails
that landed in your inbox this morning - poor food and drink
choices stress your body, as do lack of sleep and water, poor
relationships and mental outlook.
Actively taking control of, and managing, these factors, can
have a profound effect on your stress hormones, leading to a
better body and a better quality of life!

For more information visit www.threesixtypersonaltraining.co.uk, call Matt on 07971 192357, or email
matt@360personaltraining.co.uk
twitter: @threesixtyfit facebook: /threesixtyfit
Manchester Law Society Members receive a 10% discount on
personal training upon production of their Benefits of Membership Card
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Lifestyle

The W rld

according to Fran

I have had to have a word (well okay then, quite a long conversation/monologue) with
Jack about his diet and exercise.

Here are the two he left for me

The former consists of coca cola, pain au chocolate, take away meals and copious
amounts of tomato ketchup and brown sauce on everything!
The latter consists of nothing, apart from walking to and from the railway station to
work!
I have told him about the effects of a bad diet and lack of exercise. I have run off things
about healthy eating and exercise for him. Peter has been making fresh, home cooked
meals in the evening which just get covered in ketchup. He told me it is his life and
he will do what he wants and when I told him he was risking diabetes or a heart attack
in later life he said “whatever!”
I did tell him that it probably wouldn’t matter about the heart attack and diabetes in
later life as he would probably be dead well before his 19th birthday in any event
(which is in September) if his phone bill kept on being above £200 but we are going
to sort that one out next.
He then gave me the following reasons why he shouldn’t have to change his lifestyle
1.
2.
3.
4.

If walking was good for your health the postman would be immortal
A whale swims all day, only eats fish and drinks water but is still fat
A rabbit runs and hops and only lives for 15 years yet
A tortoise doesn’t run and mostly does nothing yet lives for 150 years

I give up. Especially when I find out that he has been going to the Indian restaurant
in the village to get meals, where they do not do home deliveries, and he has been
going so often that they know his name and his order and they deliver it to the house
for him.
One night I had come home from a late meeting and just walked in the door when the
doorbell went. I opened the door and there was an Indian gentleman in a waiter’s outfit, at the door. Jack came running through shouting “it’s for me”. Apparently he now
just rings up, says it’s Jack and can I have my usual and the waiter bobs in his car and
brings his meal to the house!
Fridge wars continues – here is the sign I left for Jack

by my mother

Next month read all about how Peter made a mistake!!!!!!!!!! Unbelievable I
know and I am SO looking forward to telling you all about that!!!!!
Fran Eccles-Bech
Chief Executive

Monthly Competition
LIVE MUSIC FRIDAYS – win dinner for 2 with wine at
one of 47 King Street West’s Live Music Fridays.
Do You Fancy Having One Of The Best Nights Of Your Life
In Manchester??
This is how many of those who have attended one of our
music nights describe it!
This is one of the best nights out in Manchester. It combines fantastic quality music with the restaurant’s signature quality food.
You can see some of the finest performers at 47 King
Street West, ranging from Dominic Halpin & The Honey
Bs swing/rock n’ roll band, to the velvet voice of Paul
Pashley, to the electric sounds of Paul Hand and the
stunning pop sensation that is Hayley Skye. There are
special nights too including Opera, Jazz and songs from
Broadway.
There are different music performers on every week,
from solo artists and duets to full bands. The two things
that remain consistent are the quality of the food and
music offering.
Live music takes place every Friday and these nights are
always quick to sell out, so booking in advance is essential. Check the website at www.47kingstreetwest.com to
check the schedule of upcoming music performers.

To make your reservation, please call 0161 839 1929 or email
info@47kingstreetwest.com
win dinner for 2 with wine at one of 47 King Street West’s Live Music Fridays.

Q: What night is Live Music night at 47 King Street West?
and send to FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk no later than 12th July 2014.

The winners of the Skin Health Spa competition were Katie Brook of Clyde & Co and Dan
Monaghan of Cobden House Chambers
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Classified

Classified Directory
Situations Vacant

Locums

Small friendly insolvency/litigation firm
based in Salford are seeking to recruit an experienced
Legal Executive, to assist primarily with commercial
litigation and insolvency work, however, other
experience useful. The position is initially part time
with the possibility of additional hours.

Commercial Property Locum
Solicitor available. Computer literate. Recent experience
includes a year’s Commercial
Property Locum work for a leading commercial practice. Phone
Paul Bryson at 01457 763340 or
e-mail paul.bryson@virgin.net

Apply in writing with CV to Robert Festenstein of
RHF Solicitors, Suites 2-3 Quebec Building Offices,
Bury Street, Salford M3 7DY
or by e-mail to juliew@rhfsolicitors.co.uk

Small friendly insolvency/litigation firm based in
Salford requires an experienced Legal
Executive/Solicitor, to join the practice as a
consultant preferably with their own following.
Profit share negotiable.
E-mail to juliew@rhfsolicitors.co.uk

Situations Wanted

Shareholder Disputes

Senior Residential Property
Solicitor
seeks position
(full time or part time).
Over 30 years coveyancing
experience
(29 years as a sole practitioner)
Anywhere in the Greater
Manchester area.

Solicitor with 23 years
experience in such matters
available on an Agency basis
to assist firms who wish to
keep clients in-house.
Please contact by email
harryrosenblum@hotmail.co.uk

Email: davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone/fax:
0161 445 1850

or telephone David on
07896 617287

To place an advertisement in The Messenger
please call Julia Baskerville on 01253 829431
or email
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
www.baskerville-publications.co.uk
Couriers

07831 302797
mark@markmattison.co.uk
www.markmattison.co.uk

18 years as Locum Solicitors in
the North West. Tel John
Bradley/Lynda Greenwood 07790
612906 Available to deal with
Conveyancing and Family.
WHY PAY AGENCY FEES?
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor with over 30 years
coveyancing experience (29 years
as a sole practitioner) available
for holidays, maternity and
sickness cover. Reasonable rates.
If I can help, please telephone
David on 07896 617287 (or email
davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk)
further details and availability.
DUAL QUALIFIED, very experienced criminal specialist advocate with higher rights. Crime
work and Crown Court work.
Very resonable rates, short term
locum contract considered.
Please contact Christine on
01772 741816 or 07967 530138

Notary Public

GET YOUR BUSINESS
NOTICED
To advertise in the
Messenger please call
Julia on 01253 829431
Grasmere in the Lake District Autumn and Winter breaks from £200

Easedale is a delightful rural retreat set in several acres of wooded hillside grounds
which are graced with the presence of many different varieties of birds, badgers,
deer and red squirrels - one in particular who regularly visits the tree right outside
the front door!
There are some well-known walks from the door including Alcock Tarn, Loughrigg,
Fairfield and the Rydal Round. Grasmere village is only a short walk down the hill,
where you will find a wealth of shops, cafes, restaurants and pubs and the famous
Gingerbread shop. Dove Cottage and Grasmere lake are also only a short walk
away.
Accommodation: Front door entrance into hallway with space for coats and boots.
Door leading off to the sitting room/dining room/bedroom (TV/DVD/CD/Ipod
docking station), which has high ceilings, period cornicing and large sash windows with lovely views towards Grasmere lake and Silver Howe beyond. Further
doors lead off the hallway to the shower room with corner shower, basin and wc,
and also to the well equipped kitchen in a modern shaker style.
Available for short breaks Friday to Monday, Monday to Friday or week long bookings in October, November & December 2012 and January – March 2013 from as
little as £200

To check availability please email petershrigley@hotmail.com or call
07810 793649

Kitchens and Bedrooms

Notary Public
John Cusack
worldwide documents
Notarised
accessible & efficient service
home & office visits
well-established (since 1984)
& experienced

Contact us....
THE MANCHESTER LAW SOCIETY
64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel: 0161 831 7337 Fax: 0161 839 2631
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Editor: Fran Eccles-Bech
E-mail: FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Publisher: Julia Baskerville Publications
25 Southworth Way, College Farm, Thornton Cleveleys, Lancashire FY5 2WW
Tel/Fax: 01253 829431
E-mail: j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

·

Sliding Mirror Doors

·

Laminate Floors

·

Joinery Work

·

Plumbing and Electrics

3D Designs Available
Supply and Fit or Supply Only

jocusa@live.co.uk

Contact 0161 272 7576 Mike or Steve.

Mark Mattison, a Mediator
based in South Manchester is
available for commercial
mediations and for training on
all forms of ADR.

Senior residential and
commercial property Solicitor
with over 4 years continuous
Locum experience offers you cost
effective solutions for holiday
maternity and sickness cover .No
Agency fees to pay. Please
contact Martin Libman on 0161
485 1240 or 07939 508543.

tel: 0797 332 9791

City centre based couriers covering all aspects of courier work and more.

CEDR Mediation

Expert Witnesses

Please mention
The Messenger when
responding to advertisements

Kitchen Fitting Service
Call for a FREE Quote. Telephone Barry on:
07789430041 or 01925 657205
10% OFF WITH THIS VOUCHER

Advertising enquires
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
www.baskerville-publications.co.uu
All rights reserved, reproduction in whole or part without written permission from the Publisher and Manchester Law Society is not permitted. Photographic material and manuscripts are supplied at owners risk, neither the
company not its agents accept any liability for loss or damage.
The Society welcomes articles and letters from members on any topic and items should be sent to the above address
The views and opinions expressed in the Manchester Messenger are those of the individual contributors and not
of the Manchester Law Society

“SAN CARLO HAS THE INGREDIENTS
O T H E R S C A N O N LY D R E A M O F ”

The Observer

Aldo Zilli now part of
the San Carlo team

W W W. S A N C A R L O. C O. U K
40-42 King St West, Manchester, M3 2WY,
www.sancarlo.co.uk | T: (+44) 0161 834 6226

facebook.com/sancarlogroup

@SanCarlo_Group

WINNER OF TWENTY TWO PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS

